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1. INTRODUCTION 
This part (Part 4) of the BRAVO report contains computer pro­
gram listings as well as graphical and tabulated data neededby the analyst
 
to perform a 
 BRAVO analysis. This document contains some information 
previously documented in Reference 1-1 but reproduced here for easy 
availability. Sections 5, 12, and 13 are new material. Sections 3 and 4 
have been revised. Only -ninor changes have been made to Sections 6, 
7, 8, 9, and 10. 
Section 2 describes the graphical aid which can be used to deter­
mine the earth coverage of satellites in synchronous equatorial orbits. 
Section 3 contains the listing for the Satellite Synthesis Computer Program 
as well as a sample printout for the DSCS-II satellite program and a list­
ing of the symbols used in the program. This program is coded in FORTRAN 
language. The APL language listing for the Payload Program Cost Esti­
mating-Computer Program is given in Section 4. This language is compatible 
with many of the time-sharing remote terminal computers used in the 
United States. Section 5 contains the APL listings for -the Satellite System 
Optimization Risk, Logistics, and System Computer Program, which is 
also referred to as RISK. Information on the NASA Space Tracking and 
Data Network (STDN) is given in Section 6. Data on the Intelsat Communi­
cations network are contained in Section 7. Costs for telecommunications 
systems leasing, line-of-sight microwave relay communications sys­
tems, U. S. Postal Service, submarine telephone cables, and terrestrial 
power generation systems are described in Sections 8 through 12, 
respectively. The APL language listing for the Cost Effectiveness Comn­
puter Program is given in Section 13. 
References used in Sections 6 through 1Z are listed in Section 14. 
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2. GRAPHICAL AID FOR DETERMINING COVERAGE BY 
SATELLITES IN SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL ORBITS 
This section describes the use of a graphical aid developed by 
The Aerospace Corporation for use in determiriing'earth coverage by
 
satellites in geosynchronous orbit. The aid allows the user to:
 
1. 	 establish the footprint around an aiming point corres­
ponding to a given antenna bandwidth when he is given
the prescribed boresight a rning point-on the earth's 
surface, and
 
Z. define the required orientation of the antenna beam 
axis and the antenna beamwidth when he knows the 
area on the earth's surface to be covered by a beam 
emanating from the satellite. 
The aid itself, which consists of: 
1. 	 an azimuthal. equidistance mapping of longitude meridians 
and latitude parallels (Fig. 2-1); 
2. 	 a set. of ten transparent coverage overlays displaying earth 
footprints (i. e. , beam intersections) corresponding to six 
antenna beamwidths from 0.5 to 16deg and a sertes of 
ten off-nadir aiming points from 0 to 8. 5 deg (Fig. Z - la 
through Fig. 2-lj); and 
3. a transparent overlay of visibilitr circles for 'six series 
of elevation angles which conform to the above mappinig 
(Fig. 2-1k); 
is contained in an envelope at thd back of last years report," ATR-74(7334)-I, 
Vol. IV, Part 4 (15 February 19.74)*. 
The aid is currently used to answer two specific questions, although 
other applications may be developed in the future as the user becomes 
more 	knowledgeable in its usage. The use of the aid in answering these 
questions is illustrated by the following two examples. 
* This report (see Reference 1-1, Section 14 for, full title) is available 
upon request from The Aerospace Corporation. Contact E. I. Pritchard, 
telephone (213) 648-5737. 
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1. 	 What is- the beam' s- footprinton the, earth when the, off­
nadir angle. and: azimuth-f or .the boresight aiming point 
on.the -earth's' surface is given? 
Eikample:. 	 Satelli'te longitude. = - 100 ifeg'E 
Off-nadirangle, = 5 deg 
Azimuth angle = 40deg 
Place-the cross-(4) on Figure Z-If at-the .center of Figure 
Z-I and rotateFigure 2-if mitil the inder-line intersects 
the azimuth-' scale on- Figure. 2- I at 40. deg.. The. resulting 
aiming point: is approximately 121 de, E-ongitude -(21 deg 
from the gra-phical -aid plus- the original satellite longitude 
of 100 deg) and 25deg N-latitude., The coordinates for the 
footprints corresponding to a beamwidth of 0.5, 1, 2,. 4, 
8, 16 deg can be-r.ead-directly from the appropriate foot 
print traced on<Figure 1--I,. i. e., for a bandwidth -of I deg, 
the footprint r-uns from approximately 111Tto -124 deg E and 
20 to 	26 deg N. 
Z. 	 - What is.the required orientation of the antenna beam 
axis and the antenna bandwidth'ifit is "desired to'cover 
a specific area 6f the earth's surface by a beam eman­
ating from a satellite in synchronous equatorial orbit? 
Example: On Figure Z-1, plot the specific area to be, 
covered relative to the satellitels longitude (0 deg on the 
Figure). Select the transparent coverage overlay (Figure 
Z-IX) I which bestcovers the specified area. Place the 
cross- (+) on this overlay at the center of Figure 2-1. 
Rotate Figure Z-IX until the area on Figure 2--i is covered 
by a beam footprint. The indexline on Figure,Z-IX inter­
sects the azimuth scale of Figure 2-i at the required 
azimuth.. The- required beamwidth is that corresponding 
to the smallest-footprint which encloses the specified area. 
The graphical aid can also be usedAto determine the antenna eleva­
tion, angle to any ground location bt plating -the cross J+) in Figure Z-1k 
at the 	center of Figure 2--i.- Thus, for the first example, the elevation 





3. SATELLITE SYNTHESIS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
PROGRAM LISTING 
The listing for the Satellite Synthesis Computer Program is 
shown on the following pages of this section in FORTRAN language. 
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SNPU JTPT~IT~ O=wTMP2 p 
04 
2 
':42S TH: VALUS Ft'(O TOE 
FORMAT ( IK 
I AG, 4F3.L, A1 / 
2Fi., 210 / 
3A 10t F-1.4) ZA10, FIG.4, A1I /Uuuz0
4 4F3., 4AiO, FIO.# / 
5FLO.4, AlC /
6 5F13.4 / 










kEAO (0, ' )
CODE ORt3APO. 






















7 XNLNK, XNTAOPC, OATADRO,8 A'JTDIA16, COIFRED, XNANT 
IF ( ORBA'O .LT. 20. ) STOP 
IF (SORTIE EQ. I. ) GO TO 10PF =,PACKFTi 
PACKFT , 
zNCOOR,F, XNX



















X. ° 'XU< =1b26.5 i G X . =1900. tXCSUR = XMAGGR = .. !XMAGIR =1575. SXMAG2R =2300. 'XMAGSOR
D)KGR = 400 ZDOKIRO "N0. QODK2R = 600. I DOKSOR
'AILGR = 320. 3r AIL1R 0. TRAIL2R = 0. SRAILSOR
ISGR = 270. S DISiR : 270. $ DISR = 270. 8 ISSORIF (OVI *LT. 2. ) OVi = 0.000 
IF (STABTYP .EQ. IOHSPIN ) ORINT =0.OR.±OHUNORI
IF (STABTYP .EQ0 ±0H2-SPIN ) ORINT =0,OR.1OHUNORI
I. (STABTYP .aQ- I-HSPIN ) P4OTYP =3.G= .I oH40IDIF ( ORINT .iQ. iOHU-ORI ) T =O . I HU ND 
XNOL XNONLNK - ,. 



































OM = 8%5 
IF C FROPTYP' .2 lOIHSOLID 
IF ( PROPTY E Q ICHLIQUIO±1- ( PRO; Ty ,P!z. 10NN 
) PO 

















IF ( PO,.LT. 1. ) PO= 1. 
IF (TYPE .-Q, iOHCO ) GO TO 11IF (TYPE .E1. IOHOS ) GO TO 12 
I(TYP .ZQ. I1OHNAV 1(O IU 115 
CONTIJU, 
USE THESE FACTO'ZS FOR CON ( COM )CFM = 1.33bNFt9 = I.r9 





















































































IF (ACSPROP .EQ. IOHOOLO GAS ) ACINFM = 2.B 
TTCFM 0,75 -
ELE. = .45 
XMEFM 1.'$05 
XMHDaC = 5. 




US TH135 FACTIFMS. FOR 08S( OS )
ECFM = 

GNFM = = "A , 1 1 F M, 1,08 .
 
GAS ACINF4 = 1.28
IF (ACSPRO? .EQ. ION'OT 

TTCFM - .4 





GO TO 14 E,0000 
USE THESE FACTORS FOR NAV' SE) 
1M 
GNFM 1.07 
ACIMFM = 1.2 
 2.8--
IF (ACSPR)P .EQ, IJHCOLO GAS ) ACINFM = 
ELFM =1.8± 
XMEFI = 1, 7 

XMMQLC 2.
UUNI1.NLW fiRRL i.O S ECRL 1.0 S GNRL = i1.I AtRL =1.0 3 ACINRL = 1.0 
. 
.~ST R C 

TTCRL t.,C ELRL = I.0 $ XMErL 1.0 

AOPRL 1. 3 t PALLRL =10 

AMFM 1 " 
CONTINUE 









4CIN-ILF = (.1318 XMO) OEZ20 

TT0RLT .1644 t At1 Lu, - U6bbS
( jlj XNRIO) t 0.5465PK t 





4 LE~ XrMJ)+ 018,5158
 
MNO OF 4 YEARS FOR COM 
MISSION EQUIPMENT
OSS,II (777) HAS AN 

X1ELLF i1. 
IF ( COD: .E9, jOHOSCS-II ) XMERLF = XMECOM
 






--0 ~ ~ ~ ------ (COL i-DT)THIS~~ ~ ................... 
THIS RZUTINE CALCULATES THE CURRENT EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 





















































































111-1427 IF (OTNi .GT, , )GO TO 28 
 000112




436 JN = 4'.335 / ((3Wl - MPi - AMINI ) 0.,3'41F3 00315
 ii_-1
444 IF (GWi ST. t3004. DEN = 000116
451. G TO 26 

4cZ 21 CONTINUE 
 U0@U1l. 
452 DEN = 36,8.61 /((GW1 - MPi - A'ilNi ) 0.19452± . 0001.1 
460 IF (GWl .LT. 500. ).DEN =.= t. li
 006119
465 28 CONTINUE 

4 5 It (u7NI .Gi J.) HEN = D'N1 . 119-i 000120'
470 'JOLi = OWt / ')N " 
472 OIAMI. = (OL1 I (.785 ' xLTO01) +.333333 000121 000122
477 XLGE = XLTO.3 * DIAMI. -. 

500 -IF-(IAMI.LT, 1'.7 Y b3 i . utr
10 .a 
 OU01Z4
503 24 COMTINUE 

= 000 125
03 DIAM±" 14.67 
04 IF (STASTYP .EQ, tfH2-SPIrt ..A.NO. ACSPROP .EO. iOHOT GAS ) I25i1 
1 WP U.1a z
 00a126
515 XLSI = VOLI f (,.85j* (OIAH 1 2)) 000127
523 15 CONTINJE 
 127-1
523 IAMI E I3. ANTOIAM"A NTD IA t­= XL I + 525XL.,E 
 000128526 OGT GWI " 
 000129
0.025 GWi530 =C±  

531 AVEALT (OJBAPO OR8PER) / 2. 000i30
 
53_(GJ 1.1 (( WI 71p *54(17 v: NIfG t 243)3) 00j33
 
544 WG NS IN 1,79 ((GWI .35 ) 4 (PNTACC (-0,39 ))) 000132
 
554 WG2SPIN = 3.5. * ((OWi .17) - (PNTACC = (-0.107))) 003133 000134
564 -IF (STARTYP .Th. 1OHSPIN ) GN = WGNSPIN ODD J




.(STABYP g&Q, V INt 

574 IF (sTABTYP * EQ. ±H3-AXI) =' WGN3A 
600 COPI ='50. +(5. *(ORBAPO iV (XNOL-i.))4(i5. *XNTR) + OP+ ENG 000137 000±38
TT 1= COPI 

= + PP= .U0 014
 
620 IF (ACSPIOP Z£0. IHHOT GAS WPF 0.34R 14J3
 
- T#0PW XMISPN GAS, ) 
00l144
624 IF ( ACSP OP ,iQ4OHCOLO GAS WF =.04 
 00145
63± ACNPI WOF "f '(SATLIFI 13.20 ) (GWi 0.769) 

6413 CINHi t~.1Z3* -ACWPl 1+ 0.846))3 (1H 3 .1?1 8131
 0.269))
646 - ACINOG =ait **AWIM086l+(.7*(W.# 080147 ACINHG 000148
657 IF (ACSPROP .EQ. i06-18 GAS ACSINI 

ACINOG 000149
663 IF (ACSPROP 
, E0 , 
.qi4 HOR 10HCOLDI GAS 




I GO 10 t3 
677 IF (ORINT .Q. iHORI - *AND. PA)TYP .EQ. JOHFLEX 000152 000153
i Go TO 19-
 00015ul
6 IF (ORINT . iHOR Go 0T 21 

o0155
737 18 CONTINUE 
 9.0
WSAORL=((TOTPWR.* (2.67 -. 0.39, * (ALO51O (AVEALT) ))) / ( 000156 
(ALOGIO(SATLIFi))))* ((1.0 /PF) + 0.35) * ( .99 #* 0(XIO -1963,)) 000157
 
(53 WSAUr(1 (=IUIPWI* (2.6! - 0.69 * tALU61U (%VlALIII)l / 9,0 - uUUitp (0.99 . 000159i (ALOGIO (SATLIFi))))Z* ((1.0 I F) + (2, * 3.35))* M0J160
i (XioC-- 1463.)) 

757 WSAORH ((TQTPWR * (2.67 - 0.39 * (ALO'io (AVIALT)))) / (8,6 - 000161
 
1 1.4 1 ALOIl (SAlLIF1)H) *tutiU lPF) + U.6t') * (U.99 oooz00.1631 (XI00 - 1960.,)). 
KEpRgAPUAocR OF THE 







(AVEALT .LT. 501. ) WSA = WSAOL 
(AVEALT .GT. 501. .AND. AVEALT .LT. 19030.)
(AVEALT .GE. 19000. )WSA WSAORNTO 20 
NSA = WSAORM 
000164 










WSAORL=((TOTPW4< * (2.67 - 0.39 * (ALOGlO (AVEALT) ))) / ( 9.0 -
± (ALO3i0(SATLIFI)))) ((0.2 /PF) + 0.35) * (0.99 (XtOC -137C.)) 
WSAORM = ((IOTPWR * (2.57 - 0.39 * (ALOGiO (AVEALTI))) / (9.U -
I (ALOGIG (SATLIFI)))) * ((0.2 / PF) + (2. * 0,35))* (0.99 Q 
i (XIOC - 1970.)) 
WSAORH =- ((TOTPWR * (2.67 ­ 0.39 * (ALOGIO (AVEALTM)) / (8.6 -
1 1.4 * ( AL0,1J (SATLII)))) * ((.Z /Pt-) + U.-5) * (0.99 7-' 
1 (XIOC - 1970.))
IF (AVEALT ,LT. 501. ) WSA = WSAORL 
IF (AVEALT ,GT. %0l. .AND. AVEALT .LT. 19030,) WSA = WSAORM 
IF (AVEALT t,. 19JlU. )wSA = WSAOH 


















WSAORL:((TOTPWR (2.o67 - 0.39 * (ALOGI,0 (AVEALT) 3)) / (3.38 .3 
-­f(ALOU,104A'TLiF-1) )) (.4'Sell + .3)*(0.99 (XtpI; -1950.)?
WSAORM = ((TOTPNR * (2.67 - 0.39 * (ALCGI0. (AV ALT)'))) / (,3.38-.3*
± (ALOGIO (SATLIFI)))) * ((.38 / PF) + (2. 0 3))* (0.99 . 










I (MIOC - 1960,)) .00189 
IF (AVEALT .LT. 5)1. i WSA = WSAORL 
IF (t41:ALI .,T. 501. ,AND. AVEALI .Ll. 
IF (AVEALT .GE.±9000. )WSA = WSAORH 
25 CONTINUE 






PEAT = ( P ATF * XMISPWR ) + 200. 
41T. WT = FAGIOR X WAMIt X tULIPSE TlM/VYGLE X 
0 =REOUN 










FBI = 0.454333 +(0.037333 * SATLIFi)
F52 1.01814 - (0.00003628 * AVEALT ) 
fr1 '" 
TE 0.33594 * (AVEALT 0.3490957 ) 
jR (AFALT .LT. 2800.) TE = C.F9 































-1-1 = W L1 
IF (STRTYD 
IF (STRTY 0 
EQdT = EdCl 
I * A15 + 
+ 1141I + Uiil 
.,i. IOHENOO 
.5, 0-4EXO . 
+GNI + AIIN 
.lIu 
+ tLINIV ) SFRI = .0218 
) SFRi = 0.129 































Ir ( VI .LT. 
Netf f.U tuJM 
2. ) GO TO 6 
. U IYUKMAIN, VAC. 
N2H4 VAC ISP = 200., 
ilWUL = 3.1u .S* 
003218 
0 0 ui 
1421 IF ( .PROPTYP .EQ. iOHLIQUID ) XMPISP = 300. 000220
 
1425 IF ( PROPTYP :EQ. lOHLIQUID ) XHPISP 200; 000220
 
1430 IF ( PROPTYP .EQ-IOHSOLID. ) XMPISR 250; 0002121
 
1434 MP1 'XP i( {,X'PISPA *'b )),- ',)' w+ O00ZZ(k DVI k 
1445 NMINI = .2- *Pi 000223 000224
1446 TOTIMP = * 'XpPISP 00d225
6 CONTINUE ,
1450 
MWI = G,0 ?•Sfl' ,145o IF (DV1 .cQ. 0. ) 
1452 IF (DVi.Q 0, ) AMINI = 0.0 . '225'2
 
1454 XPONDWT= XNXPOND' C(0.O9'#'PWRXPON) :-,(3.13 t XNIpQNp) t 64.) 000226
 1461 IF rOOS 2 XPONDWT = 180. 50-3
C .EQ0HSCS II ' C. . N0T5 -- C0NM<EQ IS EXP'RESSEDJ iN GbI=FH RI' AX ~ dZ 
1465 ANTWT - 6.512 ! ((ANTOIAM 1*.661) '*(CO1FREQ' 03 32. 000226 
" . . K4N 5042!­1476 IF ( :00E *EQ.OHOSCS-II ) ANTWT = 57. 
 aa000229
1502 XME3S= XME1 + XPONOWT +'ANTWT 
+ 1 11T1505 SiRi + 7JW:0 + N + A LI M + Tt u 
. 
000231* I ELI + XME3 + RESIO. CON1 ''. 000232
1W1 = owl 4 ACWPi 4 HPi, 000233
5% WTIF AM3 (GWT - GWi 2 . O Ou 31 S 4 I F ('4 T J . F .( , i . G O T O 17 0002:35.
1527 AMWPI MPi 1 

1527 SFCWT 1ST. / (GWI.-.STRI A7MTN1 -AHWPI -SEPORY SEPHPe XLANDI) 000236
 
1536 AREAI -(3.141590 * DIAMI * XLSI)''+ (2 t .785'BIAMllf 2.)'' ' 00023Z
 
': 000240
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES ADAPTER WT. 'FOR THE'UURENT WT, M 4 ., 1C 

FT. I1AM.-MOUNT ,(EXPENDABLE BOOSTER,)' . 00024±
 
' ,',) ' .IO Z 
a04
1545 TMi = .10 
000245
1547 3CONTI3E 
35C7II E( ' DIA'a1) I 2. "00245 U*"00?4T1552 -79s = 10 . 8 I 000248
±552 DSH = 13.5 

000249
1554 PALLi =O. ' 000250
I54F:LPLLET Q, ' GO TO 1 
MBL A3( UIO.0 -UIAMI )' /a2'.) G03T 000252
b1562 -IF (H3L LT', .5) HL = .50 

1565 FBL ( . * GWI) I'( HNL/2.) t- (XLG±/2.I) t1G'I 1',,DIAIf /.,, 000253 
1574 PIAV = DIA1A'f/ 2.' . _ .. . 00025 
15(5A2a TH1 -S' (T2. BL).l190M+.tOJIU~t9'( • vI11/,: , * 0U025, 
1525 TiL =Hi"L, JuU2±626 IF. (T-iT .GTVTH1TT )GO TO " I 3" 000260 
±632 IF CTHIWLT. .0)333') THZ .0V333 t00061
 
1634 THBL 12. *THi" ' = 000262 
E±b, '±72.8 i.3 ' "" " ' " ''. ; 0002641644 A R.T =(0.0 W G' + i2. 000265
 1637 IF (A)PI .LT.' ADPIT ),ADI APIT " ' 000266 
1654 . 12.If ' " ' 002 2 6 
1644 ADPI . I i 000269 
000270
1655 PALUN = 73.59 " 
- ' ' U-U0l'165b tdALL1 , LUN ?%XLbl " 00027
1669 7 CONTIN :, -. 
000273 
6 XLg = XLI, 000275 
XLWC GWi + AOPI + PALLI 

1664 PA I~kv== PA LL 	 0 7UU6­6.65 	 AOTI1OI 0002?7
666 ADP1VL = H3L 

670 TH3LV = THL000273
 003279





THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE GROUND REFUR8, 4T. (COL. R
CC ---------------------------------------------- ----- 000283
 
1673 31 CONTINUE 	 100285
 ACINFR 1. 000216
1673 STRFR = 1. T ECFR = 1. 3 GNFR = 1. AMFR =. 0L00287
170 TTCFR = 1. ELFR t. P XPEFR = 1. 
 UUUeTB
 
1W4 IPNIKK = |iTPWR
705 GWGR = GWI 	 a00a29
 
706 GWMR = GWGR 	 000290
 000291




1711 GWGRT = G4G R 003294
1712 PKOENMR= D N 
 Oca 95
1714 AMWMR = MPGR 
= 
VULNIK tbNU - AMWMPN - AMINM - 5HWPMK - iPNMX) / P(ULNMK UUUeb 
I + (AMWPMR /PO) + ((AMINMR + SFINMR) / Z9Q,) + (SPWPMR / POX ) 000297 
1733 OIAiIIIR = C VOLMR / ( .785 * XLTOOGR)) ** .333333 000291 003299
IF (DIAMMR .GT. 15.00)GO TO 127 	 iUU uu0.40 	 le,
lf4J bU IU 

0033C1
1143 127 CONTINUE 
 000302
1744 OIAMtH = 15.00 
1745 XLGMR VJLMk / (.735 (OIAMP * 2.) 	 000303
 
* '6 UI MMK e JUUJU4lAi A t1K =S,1'I59 UIAMM< * XLbMKI + Id.. 000305
1760 ECFA = AREAMR / AREAi 003306
1762 GO TO 129 
 000307
1?62 128 CONTINUE 
 uTU8UsIfbZ XLoMK = XLIUUK* UlAilii - i 

1764 AREAMR =(3.1-459 * DI'AMR * YLGMR) + (2. .715 * (1IAYNMR 2.)) 00309
 000310
1772 ECFA = AREAMR / APEAI 000311
1774 129 CONTINJE 
 311-121r14 UiMlKt = 5. -ANiUlArI 311-2
1776 XLGM7E = XLG:fR + ANTOIAM 
 000312
2000 38 CONTINUE 

= ECi * ECFR *-EGFA2000 ECGR (,NkLr 	 UUUOIeptje UNaK = HUGNt UNH<IP + 1U.) 	 0313 
2006 IF (ACSPO' .-Q. iOHHOT GAS ) WPF = 0.3&8 	 3is
 000319
2012 IF ( ACSPROP EO.iOHCOLO GAS ) WNF = 1.0&0 

017 ACMPG= WPF ' (SATLIF ** 0.200) * (GWGR* C.763) 00)320
 Or If:J1 O1Uu3IU 	 -U'IUX: VSTUN 0 LUMIILA tILLII t Z I dX16 
o 	 PROPELLANT FOR INITIAL 0OSITIONING - SINCe SHUTTLE LALNCHEI 003322 
SATELLITES WILL-BE POSITIONEO BY THE SHUTTLE OR THE ODOS, OJLY 000323 
1j/3 OF THE ACS P9OPELLANT IS REQUIRED. 000324 
...
fe )b ALJFVr = A=UNLJUK / S. U 
2027 ACINHG =(J.128 ACWPGR)+ (C.0&34(GWGr* 0.725)) 000325
 
2,035 ACINCG =(I.16 (ACWPR': 6.846))+ (1.37 - (GWGR 0.269)) 000327
 
2046 IF (ACSPROP EQ. 101-HOT GAS ) ACSINGR= ACINHG 000328
 
io!)zr b(AWPKU' ,c4 jUIIUL' , '4UJ.NtuuabmA IlNbK= 
- 0003302056 AGINGR = ACSINGR* ACINRLF 

- AC0NGP) 0033312060 JGuM~i- (GG - (GNGR / GSHLF)) + (4CING 000332
2064 NP3= MPI * (OWGR / iWi ) 
 003333







36 ,U'4TI J 
TTCGK = ff01 'TT ; * TTZRLP 
3TCM'P, = TTrGP.- ( t TCS? / TTCkLF) 
WA ELL* 
BATTG; 3ATT i ELRLF 
DISTGR = '!ST £LRLF 











)EL M1 = ELG) - (ELG / ELLF) 
ANTAGR = A'T T Xl1FZ * XMEPLF 
XFJNA';k <"I\hWT 4 X-.IFR * X.AERLF 
















= ANTWGR + XPONWGR + XrEIGR5 
XMEGR - ( XMEG' / X1ERLF ) 
GQWT(,R: ZCG +.GN3R + ACINGP + ACWDGR + AMINGR 4 MPGR + TTCGR 
+ YM.G + ?zSIDGR 
= XLGl' / OIAIMR 
= SFRI * (((QY.TGR .9) * (XLTOOG0 *D .2i0) * 1.016 
E0CENT TC STVUCTUPE FO IMRROVEO GROUND AfCZSSI9ILITYSI~<bR * 1.17) ,' .d 
345-i 
000346 








CFGR = CFl 
0NG- = CFGR *(STRGR
'WSR : STRGR + EQWTG-+ ';ONU-Z 
+ECGR +GNGR +ACINGR 
- ACWPGR - PR 
+AMINGR 
, 










N3- = 043 
WGW = AB3 
WGWT = 1. 
IF LWiW .,I. 
* ACWPGR + 1OGR 
(;WGRT - GWGR ) 























AM2R = MHP'< + 4MIN'R 
#ALL2R = 3. 
PALLMR = 3. 
IF (rALLrT .-Q. 1. I GO TO -7 
TM% =,.1'j 
CONTINUE 
OIMRA4 = (3BSH + DIAMMR 1 /2. 
HBLfl = 43S (0SH - OIAIMmR 3 / 2. 3 
IF(H1LM .LT. ,53 ) H3LMR = .5L 
'Ii'.= (3. M3WAR) + (((( H'LM, /2.) + (XLGMR /2.)) 
i (OIRAV / +.)) 
\$kAI JI' .V / 2. 
THOi =(FR /(2. 3.!j159 4 1b.144. 10C 0U0 ((9. 
1'.6))4 (.i6*((RMRAV/HBLMR)**l.3) ((TM'/RMPAV)* 
THMRT = A3S (THMR - TR) 
THIRTT . ] i. T.IMP I 
f GWMP) / 
Um{TRF/MV1PAD 


























IF (T,.T .3M. TH'-TT 1 50 TO 39 
IF (TIR .LT .3.3353 1 THMI .3C373 
TH L'1 = 12, THMe. 
CONIINUE 






1 THMR * 172.1 * 1.5 	 000385
 
O
2300 AOPMRT =( .02 * G4M ) + 1?. 	 000386 
2303 IF ( AJPMR .LT. ADPMRT ) AOP ;R = AOPt' T 	 000387
2606 PMR = <:US- 000b 
2310 GO TO g 000389 
2310 "7 CONTIJE 	 300190
 
2310 pipK = I. 	 000391 
2311 ALLMR = 73.5 * XLGMR 	 -0--9?
 
2313 48 CONTINJE 000393 
2314 AODGR = ADPI 000394 
G ADO i00 POUNiS FOR DOSKING RIN, + RENDErVOUS EQUIP. 000395 
e515 AJF6R = &JH,1 + iu6. UUUJ b 
2316 PALLG' = iALLIR 000397
 
2317 G;MR = GNSR 100398
 
2320 XLNGR = G43 + ADPGR + PALLGR 	 000399
 
UuUU ii 
2323 35 CONTINUE 000401 
2323 IF (STA3TY0 .QD. iG6-2-SPIN ) GO TO 95 402 
2325 IF (STA3TYP .EQ. IOHSPIN ) GO TO 99 u02-lUUU4U2!
 
c THIS ROUTINE CJIPUTES CURRVT DESIh ON-ORS PAINT WTS 	 309403 
005404 
2327 TUTP !R = TOTP14R 	 003405
 
es360 S<l( tu.114d85 I XiIUUJ + U.Md;' rUU0 
2333 IF (XOD. T. 8.) STRFIR= (0.0875 * X4O0) + 1.1 000407 
2340 = 1CFIIZ 000408. 

2341 GNFiR = 1.0 t TTCF1R = 1.0 S ACINFIR 1i$ ELFiR 1. 000409
 
&64b AN l< = I. J L-5-1 
2346 XMEF1R = 1.] 41l 
2347 'WIR 1.1 * 000a41 10
 
2351 )Wi = 1.1 * O41 300411 
215J 51 GUNIIN1.U U U 412 
2353 GWiTR = GW1R 003413 
2354 IF ( DENt *GT. 0. ) GO TO 65 413-1 
2357 IF (GWiR .GT. 2000. ) GO TO 62 0004i4 
e3b? iF (U61V< .Li Y UF J sO 0U t3 U U 41 
2363 E? CONTINUE. A )001416
2363 CKDZ11R = 59.6 / ((rd1R - YPIP - AMINIr)*C,rOr:28) 000417 
237± IF (GWPi .T. 100C. ) 0 <OENIR = 2.0 417-1 
ufb jU 1U bn 0,18
2377 63 CONTINUE 000419 
2377 PKDENi± = ±6.23 / ((GWIR -. PIP AMINIR) * .147?22) 000420 
2405 IF (GWIR .T. 300. ) PKDENIS = 7,0 420-1 
2412 IF (iN1i .3 T 2. ) PKDYNIR = JENI 42Z 
2415 VOLI = ((31 - APIR - AINiIR)I PKDi'lJR)+( MIiR /P)) + 000,23
±(AMIN1P"'* / ) 003424 
C44XLITJ1<, = U uu 4U235-­2426 OIAA1V = ,(VOL±R / (.7-5 * XLTOOIR)) -, .333331 000426 
2433 Ir (DIAM±R *rT. 15.C ) GO TO 58 000427 
2436 GO TO 69 300428 
26b :i I	 
- -
I4JN1INUz 
2437 JIAMIR = 1.j 000430 
2440 XLIK = VOL1; / (.735 (OIAMIR 28) 300431 
2444 AZ:Ai = (3.1 4 159 * OIAMIR * XLIR) + (2.* .7A3 t(DIAMIR = 2.)) 000"32 
i45 :UrlM = A.<:lk1t / ArrAI UUJ433 
2454 IF(ECCIA 'LT. I. ) ECFIA = 1. 	 300434
 
2460 GO TO 71 000435 
2461 69 CONTINUE 000436 
2461 XLIR = XLTOJl-R DIAMiZ 000437 
24 3 ARA< ( 113 Oam1( XLZRJ + (2.* .(85 j:LJJqMIi< 2,? I 000445 
24,FA = TAIR I AiEAI 080439 
2473 71 CONTINJ 000440 
2475 9IA±:R = 3. * ANTOIAI 440-i 
Z477 XLIR' =-XLIli + ANIUIAM 44U-7 
2500 ECiR ECFIR * ECI * ECFIA 000441 
2503 GNIR (( G41 W GNF±R) + 10.) * GNPLF 000442 
25g6 TTC.R = TTCi * TTCFIR * TTCRLc 000443 
2511 1GM11,0I'ZR - ti 0004441 I'IR /ITTCNLF) 
2513 WSAi 'SA * ELRLF 000445 
2515 OATTIR = 3ATT r ELRLF 000446 
2516 OISTIR =(OIST * ELRLF) + (19.7 * (MIOD -1.)) 000447 
2523 ulsiF1iR = 0sT1 / gis; OU048 
2523 ELINViR = ELINV * ELRLF 000449 
2525 ELIR = WSAIR + RATTiR + DISTIR + SLINViR 000450 
2531 fELMMIR = iLtR - (ELIR /ELRLF ) 000451 
2532 ANTWIR = ANTWT * X1E7L- MiR 451­
2535 XPONvJiR = XPONDWT * XEFiR * XPERLF 451-2 
2537 XMEI1R = XMEI * XMEF±R * XtMERLF L5-3 
2540 XMNIR = ANTW± + XPONW1R + XMEIIR 452
 
?543 UMJA = XKM=1 - C XME1IR / XMLKLV I
 
2545 IF (AOSPROD .EQ. iOHHOT GAS ) WPF 0.343 454 
2551 IF (ACSPROP *EQ.IOHCOLO GAS ) WPF 1.040 000457 
2556 ACWPj..R= W0F * (SATLIF 0.200) * (GWiRF* 0.769) 000458 
EgUAIU'JI IS X SATELLITES EXPND 2/3 O IHEIR 0TTWS"F E P.NUALc 
 -WHICH 

P9OPELLANT FOR INITIAL POSITIOING SINCE SHUTTLE LAUNCHE) 000460 
c SATELLITES WILL 8E POSITIONED 3Y THE SHUTTLE OR THE OOS 0NLY 000461 
C 1/3 OF THE ACS PROPELLANT IS RDOUIRED.' 000462 
e585 AGWPIR = ACWri / 5.0 -----­
2R 6 ACINHG-=(.iZ8 * ACWPIR)+ (0,063 *(GWii '01725)) 000464 
257 - ACINCG =(i.16 (ACWP±R## 0.846))+ (1.,3 t (bWI,*t 01269)) 000465 
268 N.EApSprP:Q. IONHOT GAS ) ACSII= CING . 000466 
H Q IOHOL' oAS } LCSIN,<= AuOINOS 047T 
2616 ACINIR ='ACSINIR * ACINFIR * ACINRLF GN.' 000463 
2620 OGNAMIR = (GNIR - (GNIR / GIIRL) ) + (ACINIR - (AGINiR / A4INR0 F) 00469 
2624 MPiR =()Wi1 / oWi ) ND1 000470M INRI i) 
2626 TUIIMi= XMPISP * ?PIHI uOUW7 
2630 AMINIR. = 0.25 * MPIR AMRL * AhFIR 473' " 
2634 b6 CONTINUE 000474 
2641 EQWT1R ECIR + GNIR + TTCIR + ELIR + XHEIR + ACINiR + ACNPIR * 000475I AH±N±< + M 1'( + R.5IOlI -. UOWT5b 
2650 XLTOOiR = XUiR / DIAMIR 000477 
2652 STRIR S1i. * ((( EQWTIR " .9) * (XLTO)IR * 024)) ** i,96 6034780 
2664 STI( : STA-IR STIFI 000479 
2666 uON)Lc = Ct-I (INI. + "0IR + GN1R + AUINIR + AMINLK t hoGyt t 001,I'll 
± ELiR.) 000,18± 
2673 GWIR = STRIR + EQWTiR + CONiR 000482 
2676 DWIR = GWIR - ACWPIR - HPiR 000483 
27U0 W5 = 43S h,1 ~~I(IUUJ4 '64 
2703 IF (W& *GT. I. ) G.) TO 61 000485 
2707 OIlRAV = (03S9 + DIAMIR) / 2. 000486
=
2711 T1R 3.10. 000487
 
2(13 H= UU0U46'UA4INUE 

2713HiR= ABS ((095W - DIAMiR) /2. )000489
 
IF (Hik.LT 5 HIR = 5000902716 
= (3. GWIR) t (((CHIRf2.) + (XLGIR/2.)) * GWIR) / (OIIRAV 	 0004912722 	 000492
j /43) 

U/ 4UJ42731 R7 D .I A V 2. /RRAV) 	 003494THIR =(FIR/ (2. t 3.l1S19I(14.., 10000 ((9. *((TiR *
2732 
i* + 4 (UZRAV/HiR)4 4 1.3) *((TIR /RRAV) *4.3))))) .5 	 0094-95.6)) (.15 000496
124 12756160 TlTIkZ= &3S " THIRMifTR ,iidfl( TH1R - TIP ) 
0004982762 TIR THiR 
 000499
(THTiR .GT. THTTIR GO TO 67 	
. 131 tI % 01'.2763 rF 
. 
)) (iI HI 	 00002500
iR. -= ,5 {U )A THiRI I = .00333{JS 72 .	 A.2767277,a IF (THIP. .LT. .00333 000502

I77 * 172.8 * 1.3 
0'0503
* ) + 12.3001 ADP±RT =(3.32 GWIR 	 0005043004 IF(AJPIP .LT. AOPIRT) ADPIP ' AOPIRT 

u AD) I0 POUNJS OR UOCKINU <ING + RiNUIEVUUS WUiP. 	 iiffW5000506
3010 AUPIR ADPiR + 100. 000507






c THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES LOW COST. . DESIGN-'----------------ON-OR8" .--MAINT---'-",-WTS,7 	 -V U7 
.-.. . . .. 

514
3013 XMODLC = 15. 
-00.51530L4 STRFM = 1.0 




3021 GW2R = 1.i * 541
3023 )W2R = 1.1 * -WI 	 000519
 
000520
3025 u0 CONTINUE 

300522
3026 AMWP2R =P2z 
 522-1
3030 IF ( DENt .GT. 0. ) GO TO 55 -. 	 U
000523
IF (GW2R .GE.. 2750.)U. I *5u52r3033 	 lU+e .1 C1 GO TO 00U5U25
3036 45 CONTINUE L 
 ((w2R - AMWPZR - AMIN2R) * .549932 )000526303'6 OK'DiR'- .67.251 f 

526-i
3044 IF(GW2R .ST. 10000-.) PKOENR = 3.0-	 00U;C(Lu.U
 	 H528
CONTINUE3052 50- AMWP2R - AMIN2R) ,174528. ) 	 00.0529
 3052 PKD.ENR = 93.,901 / ((GW2R ­ = 	 529-1
3060 IFCGW2R .LT. p00. ) PKOENR 8.0 
 UPUu 
Ub5 i Uv'INJZ 

3065 IF(OENi .T. . PKOENR = OEld 531
 000532
3070 A'IWP2R = MP2R 	 1 000533
3071 AM2R = AMWP?' + AMIN2R 
/Hpi UM J tI WC /rUD;lm t'IAIIC 1 I'll 11 ---- UUU534 3iu( VULC I R - QAflC I * 	 0005353,101 QIAM2P ' VOLZ2R / (.785 * XLTOD2R)) .333333 000536
3106 IF (DIAM2R'.GT. 15.00)f0 TO 56 
 000537




312 DIAM2 = 15.010 (.765 COIAM2R * 2.)) 	 0035403113 KLGR = VOL?P / 
* DIAMZR * X.tGR) + C2. .785 (DIAM2P 2.)) 000541
3117 AREA2R = (3.1+159 
 0 0 5 4 2
 b r -. - M~ t M K f A0 
, , .-. 00054,33130 GO TO 58' 
































AR A2§ : (3.iA159 * AM2, XLGR) + (2. ..785 " (OIAM2R *" 2.))DIA=AA /ARA -
CONTINUE 
)IA2Rt = 3. 4 ANTOIAM 
= XLSR + ANTOIAM 
II(EGFA *LI. 1. 3 EUFA 1.0 
NOZ = ECF * £C 
GN (GN1 M GNFM) + 10.)
TTC2R = TTI : TTCFH 
= LF.' 
PBAT = PBATF * XMISPWR ) + 200, 
iAT, T FACTJR X WATTS X ECLIPSE TIME/CYCL X REDUNOANCY X IOC 
R= 7DUN 
FBI = 0,4t4333 +(3.037333 t SATLIIFI 
FB2 = 1.01814 - (0.00003628 4 AVEALT 
FB = FBI * F32 
TE 0.03694 * (AVEALT 4 0.349087 ) 
I- (AV:ALT .LI. CMUL.J I' = U.-9, 
SATT2= Fl * T7 * PBAT 4 (1. + P) * (0.99 (XIOC - 1970. )) 
BATT2 = 3ATT2 * ELFH 
OIST2R = IST ELFM 
ELINVR = ELINV * ,bL- Mg05" 
EL2R WSA2R + BAtT2R + OISTZR +'ELINV2R' 
RLFNELC = .1814 * NMOLC ) + 0,2744 
ANTW2= ANT*W XMEFH * RLFMELCXPONWP XPONT XM1tM L 






























XME i2R = 1ti* XHMFN 4 RLFMELC 
XME2 = ANTW2P + XPONW2R + XHE12R 
OM3 = XME2 - ( XMt2R / RLFHELC ) 
IF (AUSPFUOP 'MQ. IUHHOT bAS j WPF U.J348 
IF ( ACSPROP .QoiOHCOLD GAS ) WPF 1.040 
ACP2R= WPF - (SATLIFC " 0.200) * (GW2R lt0,769) 
EQUATION IS FOR EXPENDABLE SATELLITESWHIGH EXPEND 2/3 OF THEIR




























SATELLITES WILL aE POSITIONED'RY THE SHUTTLE OR THE.'OOS, ONLY 
1/3 OF THE ACS PROPELLANT IS REDUIPED. 
ACWP2R = ACNP2R I 3.0 ' " 
ACINHG =(0j.1d ACWPZRI (0.063 *(GWeR* U7J5)1 
ACINCG =(i,16 * (ACWP2R* 0.e4())+ (1.37 (GW2R 4 q.269)) 
IF (ACSPROP .20, iOHH3T GAS ) ACSIN2R= ACINHG 
IF (ACSPROP *EQ. iCHCOLD GAS ) ACSIN2R= ACINCG 
ArIN2 = ACSINZR * AGINFM 
M 2R r (POW2R./ OWl ) * HPI 
TOTIM2 = XHPISP * M02R 
AMINR = 3.25 . t'P2R * AMRL * AMF 
CONTINUE 
EOWT2k = EC2R + GN2R + TTC2R + EL21 + XME2R + ACIN2R + ACWP2R 
± + AHIN2R + P2R + RESI2R 
XLTOD2R = XLGR / DIAM2R 
SiI'(2<' '4.9 * ((LIFWldei -- ,9)(XLIUU4't'"! .B) *t .YUI 
STR2R = STF '2S*"' 
CFF= CEl 4 CONF4 
CF2R =CFFM 
GUN2R = STRM *(SIR2 +cCI 4-ONR +AGIN tMIN R tICR + LU I09 





























AT. W4 30A TO 46 '11]] 60 
000602 
300603 
c THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES AOAPTER LENGTJ AND WEIGHT 00060. 










IF (PALLET .E. i. ) GO TO 72 
OlARAV.= (SH + DIAM2R) / 2. 
HR = ASS (U3SH - DIAM2R /2)I 
IF (HR .LT. .50 ) HR = .50 
FR= (3. * GN2R) + (((HR/2.)+(XLGR/2.))* 5W2R) / C DIARAV /4.))
RAVE = OI4RAV / 2. 
THR =(R / (Q. * 5.141510.*14.+.10U0UUU. 1(J. 'tiR IK AVh 
±* .6)) + 3.16*((RAVE IHR) - 1.3) 4 ((TR / RAVE) **.3)))))*.5
THTR =,ABS (THR - TR )
















IF ( THT .GT. THTTR ) GO TO 70 
IF (THR *LT. .00333 ) THR = .00533 





AUKPZR 6.141P * 
* 172.8 * t.s 




ADP2RT =(0.02 * GW2R ) + 12. 




LJ AU IUU 
ADP2R = 
PUUNR. FU( UUIKIN,
A 0 2R + 100. 
£LN, + 6Z'tJLV'JU UUIH. JUUbZ5 
303626 
3512 GO TO 73 C 000527 
3512 72 CONTINUE 000628 
AU51ZX U.UU0327W 
3513 PALLZR = 78.59 * XLGR 000630 
3S1:5 73 CONTINUE 000531 
35L5 . XL42R = GW2R + ADP2R + PALL?R 000632 
au bU IUtO 1 
3521 98 CONTINUE 633-1 
3521 STRIR=O.$ ECiR=0.lGNiR=3. $ AMINiR=f.T ACINIR =0. $ TTC±R =0. 633-2 
3525 ELIR =0. 3 3ATT±R = 0. $ OISTIR = 0. $ WSAIR = C. S ELINVIR = 0. 633-3 
'dl XM-LLK . VUNiK U. 1 UV11K U=. t AUWHIK U=. MPIR = U. b65-4 
3534 
R351,0.5 AOP1R 
XLiR = 0. 3 4iR 
= 0.u PALLIR 
0. 3 PKOENIR= 
0. XLW±R = 0, S 
- S'TOTPWIR=O 
OIAMIR = 0. 633-5 
633-6 
3536 STR2R = 0.$ EC2R = 0. $ GN2R = 0 AMN2R = 0. ACIN2R 0. 633-7 
J 141 3543 1 1 Le XME2R = = 5. 3 3. 
tLC = 
CON2R 
U. Y dM1 lf v 0. $ OW2R .5UII' 0. $ ACW 0 zR U. 3tLINVdN 0. T MP2R = O. U. o,55d o0.9 
3546 DTCHMIiR = 0. B DELMM± = 0. $ DGNMHIR = G. 633-10 








NK = .tiura $5 XMEI2R . =U. $ KflM1LLU =U. b,5311. 633-12 
3556 ANTH2R = 0. S XPONW2R = 0. $ XMElIR = 0. $ WS42R = 0. 633-13 
3560 99 CONTINUEiu Iliu z4 umfjult:l l0<'1i wlil, 00053465 
35703571 OIA2SEXLSSE = = 3. ! ANTDIAMXLGS + A.T)IAM 635-1635-2 000636 
. IMhL UMUS Ll~i uUSI NMhML rUK LCJUN rUUtPIUKI1bAL SMI. ls.(R) uuuoa. 
. '33 WS2 =((STRGR + ECGR)*( CFGR + 1. )) + ADPGR 000638 
000639
3577 WE2 = ELGR *(CFGR + 1. ) 000640
3600 WC2 TTCGR *(CFGR' + 1.)

WA2 (GNGR + ACINGR) *(CFGR + 1. 000641
 360 2; AP2 AGWPGA 423606 WAF2 =AMINGR *(GFGR + 1. )'003643
 
000644







3614 De201  =2T+MjM) ! 86 :DELM R 

LIST COST NAMES FOR ON-ORBIT MAIN.T,!ST T.()00
THEEAS 
Jb1T WS3=('6 T + 'Ce1K I t urem + 1. )1 - A'QIj 'Q0" 'IP603 

3623 WE3 :EL21Z *(CF2R + i. )0061
 000552
3625 WC3 :TTC'2R *(CF2R + 1. 

003653
3626 WP3 AMIN2R *(CF2R + 1. ) 
uUUb5'
HAP3 AGWPZR
3630 ) *(CF.2R + 1. ) 08d655
3631 WA3 ( GN2R + AGIN2R 
 000656
3634 WPP3 = AMWP2R 000657
3635 WM3 XME2R 
 iOUbSl
3637 143 : UNMM21 
 000659
3640 JC3 = DTCM2 ' 
 000660
3642 nT3' DELM'2R 
 000661
 
I HE S CARO LIST CUSI NAME FOR 0UJ NT PE IN S,WN1UtBIlS. UOUUbbZ 000663
3643 OA3A = DGNMiR 
 000664
3645 OC3A DTOMMIR 
 000665
3646 OE3A = DELMMIR 
3650 WSSA = t( STRiR + =UK+1))II AVIR Ubbb 
a00667
3654 WE3A = ELiR (OFI + i.) 

= TTOIR (CFi + 1.) 000665
3655 WC3A 
 003669
3657 WP3A = AMINIR (CFt + 1.) 
uuubru
3660 WAPiA = AGPIR 

3662 WA3A = (GNIR + ACINIR) * (OFI + f 01) 000671 000672
3664 WPP3A = AMWPIR 
 000673
3666 WM3A = XME.R 

THESE C kS LIT C T NAMES FOR CURRNT WIEIG4T COSTS 000675 3667 S = TI f ECI) *( ),FI.C- 00676 000677
3673 NEC = Li *CCFII + 1. )J6(5 II tcti, + 1. I1obldf)G *l 

000679
3676 WAG (GNI + ACSINI) *(CFi. +1. ) 

3701 WPC = AINI *(CFii + 1. ) 000680 000681
3702 WAPC AC14PI 
 UUUb5d
3704 NP = MPI, 000583
3705 W4M = XME3 
 300584
3707 XLW2 = XLWGR 000685
3710 XL3 XLW 

100 (iH)1 UUUObUU_1MAF 000687
37±2 INT 400 
106 ORM4AT ( 5X,#PROGRAM, A14, 5X *CASE NUMBER*, A12t A40 ) 690
 691
3716 PRINT 106, oROGRAM; CODE, TODAY 

11 rU<MAI IdJX tF= A I U. 6UNI.* AD Pi 91­
3730 PRINT 115, STASTYP, ACSPROP
 000692
133 FORMAT ( 

,
I1 lox, E .AT LITE A 13, 6
 




I j9 , *MODULARITY (UNITS)* 717.0 / 

F5.0, ISx, *BATT. REOUNo / PERCENT 67
1 lOX, *MISS,. POWER" (41', 

3./
F.161; F5.i 	 3S9
 
1 JUN, *POI. .CU~ LU r15.b 	 tuX 20b99
± OX, *TYP" :trCT. POWER', Ai3,O, AIG,00019 ) 

SATLIF TYPE xmOo, XMISPWP, REOUN, PBATF, 7J0
 3740 PRINT 133, XM1, 
 000701
 
FOtMAT (iaXr 0, F PA0TYP VELUCLTYt I ­
, ±9x, dN. IEXT. F21.3 / 000703
 
1442 I PNTAC PWRTYP0. G 1 O4INT ,19X, 	 F?1.0 

"--1 PACK. FACT., 1. 	 L NKS'
lOX,-'ARRAe

I 1OX, "NUM5. TAPE RE CORD.', Fi8,, giqKOATA PROCE. Wfi. / 009704
 
± 1K 'E"NCRYPTION W . - tax, 'CNTINGEN P.3 ) 70F24.
O23.0, ', 

---- FOR7A UXUSNO;:(10 T NL- XTRNS
*NUt. S F1.0 	 FPNR(WATTS),
 
FREO, (GHZ)t 706-2
F17 /iO3,ANTENNA DIAH. (FT) 8, 2 19XCO.M. 
1 F18.0 , 1!,-3 
401F6 PRIM14 XNXrUNO PI4IXPTN ANIl.AM '0707lZ 1	 1O'H(:O141 FORHAT(iOK, *NUM1ER OF ODUL:S'' 39X, , QX,I,2FI.O) -00070 000708
1+032 PRINT 141 K , OOLC 
, 'CUR, 7X, 	"COR#, 8K, 'LOR' ) 900'09
1;+5 FORMAT (44i,*CDR*,TXLC'. 18 

'114Z FNI 	 145"JJ1 
14KcK.IIT4 MOO*,3X, 001113X*OM k',4X,*ON 	 301102 FORMAT ( WITSM1.G4* ROUNdO5X MD3X, 014- 3X"f*REFER=NC-:. R4 
E 
') 033'I3i'ON-ORB ,X, 'SORTI (C1
 
_P_ _ K J .F lU c 103 FORMAT (32X*FACTOR*, 'X, *FACTOR*, 4, *FACTOR,4XWEIGHT, 000715 
I 5X, *REFUR5.,' oa7±6
 000717

I PKi&I3K 'HAI4T.p 3X9 *MAINT.',SX, "mop' 	 / ) pUJ7Triii 
- 104 FOVAT C '5X, 'STRUCTURE*' 14X, 3FiO., SFi0.0 I "000719 
2. X, "ENVI-iON. C6 'JT. ', 9x, 	 03,13,SF1.01
. 'GUIO. 	 + STAB., X, 5F10.0 / 03172±SX NAV. * 3F1O.3,
1 '4, tJI(Y PKUPULSlUN, 9 	 3r10U, rlU, / 309723. 
± 5X, *REACT. CONT.*, IIX, 	3F10.,SF10.0 / 000723
 
5X, 'C. g. P. I., 12X, 3,F10.3, 51i.0 /000724 
13X, SFIO. S FO .... 000725
I 5X *ELrCTRICAL, 	 i / 
, F 6 ,0 tzF1 / U U I 0072U6X ,:JISTRIUTION*,F30 /i*.3i 	 b 6 

30728I 6X,*-WR. GONDITION.- 743.', F10.0 , ­107 ROVMAT (5K, 'ISS. EQUIPM:NT*, 8K SF10.3, SF10.0 / 729 
1 b -i N t NINA . • f 9-
iI ,, F10.3, 5E. 000730 
0007311 3X, *DRY WEIGHT*, -SX, 5F10. / 

1 5X, MAIN FRO'ELLANT', 35X, 5F10C / 	 000733
 / 	 00334
3X, 'NET'AEIGHT± 5X, SciO.0 

X *AOAPTER 4EIiHT', 9X, 3S13.3, SFIO.0 ) 	 000735
 
ISTRRL," ,TRFIR, STRFM, STRI, STRGR, STRIR, STR2R,STRSOR 0003738
 1ECRL, 30513, EOF E0i, E.GR, ECiR, EC2R, ECSOR, 9Q3739
00340
ZGNRLF, GNFZR, GWNFM, GN±, GNGR, GNIR, GN2R, GNSOR; 

ACIN2R, ACINSOR, 00072
IA I LF, ACMIFIRACIIF ACSINI, ACINR, A0INI 
t
, 	 033743
TTCGR TTICI, 	 TTC?9, TTCSOR,
±TTCRLF, TTCFI, TTCFHA TTCi, FLIR, ELZR, DEL 00074TLFM, 	 SLGR,
±ELRLF, ELFRf, ELI, 	 O 
I oISfFIR, OISTFH, 01ST, OISTGR DISTI, 0152R, 003748 
i ELINV, ELINVGR ELINViR ELINV2R 	 000747
 
4306 PRINT 1A', XMEILFXMEFi&, XMEFM, XME3, XMEGR, XMEIR,XME2R: 745
 
± 	 X4iE2R, 748-1
1 	 XMaI. XMEtG , XM--lR' XMP12R "7-

I ANTNT~4~NTWGR ANTW'R ANTW2R 7a-a
 
i XPONDWT, XPONWGR, XPONWRI XP6NW2R. 748-3
 
ICONRL, CONPR, CONFM, CONI, CONGR. CONIP, CGq2R, CONSOR, 00049
 
i 	 ACWPI, ACWPGR, ACWPIR, ACWP2R, ACWPSOR, 000751
 
1 MPI, MPGR, MPip, MP2Ri MPSOR, 000752
 
t
1 . GWI. GWGRt GWIR, GW2R GWSOR9 000753 
IAIJRL 4JP t AUPFM, ADPI, ADP% ADPI'i A9P2RIAOPS( JU0J!t)4
105 FORMAT (3XAUTO, PAYLOAD SU:3T* 3X SF10.0 ). 	 756
 
4472 PRINT 105, XLWC, XLWSR, XLWIR, XLW21 ,XLWSOR 	 003757
 
45IG -PRINT 100 757-1 
4514 PRINI 145 
4520 PRINT 102 	 757-3
 
11 FORAT(/SX,*SPACELAB MOD.#s F9°10 / 5X *SPACELAB PALLET*% F88.0 I 729-3 
I 5X, 4TQUIPMENT- / 7X.'#EXPERIMENTS + MISSION EQUIP,, F73.0/ 729-4
 
1X,*'JAIA 'iOQ:SS + DIS-, r S1. /' XiLEQT. PUwv:H? 1,F89.UI 'e9-5 
i 7X, *EN4IRON. CONT#, F88.O/ '7X,'SUPPORTS , F93t0/ 729-6 
i 5X *JOCKING A)3APT# F9. 0/, 5XtFWD TUNNELt F93.0/ 729-7;A~F UNNE-L*, F93.0 ­
5XAFT NL F93 / 3X SPACELAB SUBTOTALf, F83.0 )75-8
1
 
i5X,' 40OUL= EXCHANGE MECN.,*, 43 4F 0 758-to
 
1FP( .T*iETENTON MEU NlSM ,45XA4049' 
I 5X MOULE MAGAZINE', 49X, 4F10,'0 / 758 it 
i 5X 'DEPLOY/DOCKING MECH.* 44X, 4FiO.0 / '58-12± 5Xt , 5E 5 AAILs*,4F10.0 / [58-13
1 5X *ATMOS. CONT,(EXT. CREW)', X'Xj4FiG;0 / '53-14 
I 5X" *DISPLAYS + DATA MANAG.% 42X, 4FiO.0 / 758-15 
i 5X. SXTRA CRE4 *, 53X, 4FI.OO /5X,*CREW FURNISH-, 5iX, 4FiO0 / 758-16 
I 5XtLECT. POWER: 5±Xt F SX EVA / IVA9 9X@ F4W1U i i 
i 5K,*RCS A 0F 5 X SUPPT. TOTAL46X.4F.I-18*OP .	 iX 

I 5X,'OMS HAROWARE' liX' M0F1.O/SX, *OMS PROPELLANTB9,4 4FiO.Q//729:6A,
i 5XJ*ORB. SUPPT. T6 TAL 40Xi, 4FiO.O // . 729-16B 
15Xi LUN.ITUJJNAL (b 4 Fu .- j1X6 

4524 4PRiNT P3 SMOD, ALLS6 R 7YPSOR DPSORt FLPSO, 	 743
ill, 	 ECSOR,

1 SUPTSOR, JKSOR, FADTUN, AFTUN, SU TOT '58-21 
4556 PRINT 112 758-22 
1 RLTbRUIii IR RET EXGR, EX (AR c (KZK,EXGSOUK1I<ETSOR 	 58-Z3
 I XMAGG, XMAGIR, XMAG2R,XMAGSOR ODKGR, OOKIR, DOK2R DDKSOR, 758-24 
± RAILGR, RAILiR, RAIL2n, RAILSOR, ATMGR, ATMIR, ATM2R ATHSOR 758-25 
i DISGR, OISiR, OIS2R, DISSOR. CREWGP, CREWiR. OREW R, CREWSOR, 758-26 tu FURN2t I-URNSOR, LPGN -LP2REL5, 
± EVAGR, tVAiR, EVA2R EVASOR; RCSPGR, RCSPiR RCSP9R, RQSPSOR? 7=8-28 
± TOTGR TOTIR TOT2RMSR TOTSOR OtISGR, OmsIR, OMS2R,T  0MSSOR 758-29 
FUtN.tR,d I U ELP1'. 	 8UR, 
9lSol° GTOIRi  
OMSOGA, M t OMSP2, OMSPSO4, STOG, T GTO2Rp GTOSOi 758,30
1 X bbRKq Lb1SURR, XAR , "58-1 
4772 90 CONTINUE 000759 
4772 PRINT 100 759-1 
108 FORMAT ( 3X, *PAYLOAD GEOMETRY* / 	 000760
 
1 	 lX, *UIAMTIzR IF-I F'r, I FUl.1 f UU'J fbI 
IflOX, *LENGTH (FT.)*, F46.1, 4FiU~i/ 300762 
IOX, *ENVLOPE DIAM. (FT.), F37°i, 4FiD.1 / 762-1 
1 lOX, ENVELOPE LENGTH (FT.)*, F37., LF10,i / '62-2 
1 JAI AULAPT. THIK (FT-,)F6,1M 41FO I I JUUbi 
± SX, *ADAPT. THICK. (FT.)*,F%6.5 I4FiO.5/78-
RETRODUMUliT OF THE
 
OMAL' PAGE It POOR
 
'. yl 
1 3XK *DENSITY (LB/CU FT), F47.1 'FiO.1 /
± ax TOTAL ELECT. POWER (W)*, F43.i , 4FI0.1 ) 
000764 
000765 
4776 PRINT 108, 765-1 







DIAM E, DIAIhE, 
XLGMRE, XLIRE,
HBLMR, M, 








I THI THNR THiR THR THRSORV 768-1 
I DEN , PKONMRPKDENi , PK2ENr4 PKDENS, 000769 
I TDTPNR 





PRINT i09, DB3LA O SH, D'3SH9 J1SH BSH 
135 FORMAT (3X, *IEAN iISS. DUR. , F52.3 4FiO.3 ) 




5t56 19 PRAN 13, IFG l M6ARATLF SATLIF SATLIF 
~IJU hli ~ I uIU177W 
5200 
SPNT U' -, '?Xp'UUH, 16x, LUN 
I 57X2 !GROUND, 9X6 *ON-OP31T* 9X 'JN-OPBIT .6X, S0RTIE / 
i43,'R7FERENCE'4X,4REFRB ISH X, AINTNANCE%5X,*MAINTENANCE4 
i5X,'MOoE. / 4 X,*WEIGHT4 , 4X9 *M,1*J k WT.* 6, 4 MM04 , 4X, 
1 Hlf' ObX, -MMU2, 4A, 'Wi.' ?X *i 
PRINT E00 
205 FORMAT (5X, 4 STR + TPS + ADP WS , iOX, 7F8.0 ,FIO.0 /













'KT -(UHUL 1UN 















i FX, *MISSION EQUIP. NiM, ILX, PF8.0, FiO.0 / 00]790 
I 
. 
!(5K, Ml1. UUNI . R-UH.'MAIN PROPELL WM-'WPP 1iJUlOX fV.U 9prU*°F8.0 Fl I UUUi1 
-~i.. 1 3K, *LAUNCH WEIGHT*,p 316,0 1FB.OC0.0 / 000793 
















































" WAPC, CAP2, WAP2, OAPSA, WAP3A' OAP3, WAP3, WAPL, 00000 
± 
1. 
WPPC, DPP2, WPP2 0PP3 , WPP3A, OPP3, WPP3, WPP4, 












te~urlTw ftfAl1uhLiQLU(PROPTYP .EQ.IOHSOLID 
(STABTYP .7Q.iOH3- AXIS 
(STABTYP .EQ.IOHSPIN 



















(STRTYP _EO. IOHENDO ) Si4'6.003808 ( XLV *EtQ 1. ) XLVT =IOSHUTTLETUG 000809 
210 FORMAT(5X, *TYPE STRUCTURE1A CL lI. WUZtK< IAAIS) Si.ci =,=h P10.0 A12 /-fl.U, 6rlb°U I 00031BUUJI-J 
± 
1 
5X, OZIT ALTITUDE 
3X,*TYPE STA3ILITY 
Ci =', FiO.0 





S 5X, *TOTAL IMPULSE PI =*, 2KX, qFi6.0 / 30J314 
5456 PRINT 2-I, 
I1Hr HMUHLLANI v = 
SISTRTYP, TOTPWR, TOTPWRR 




I ORBAPO; A STABTYP ACSPROP, TOTIMP. 000%17
 
I T3TIM2-, TOTIMGR T6TIM2R, P1, PROPTYP 000818
 000819 
5524 IF ( XMMD .L:. XM DMAX ) 23, 306 23
5522 304 XNMD 	= XMMO + XMAOINC 
 90-

5531 306 CONTINUE 	 0003 
5531 XNUO 	 = XMO0 + XMO)INC 000823 
5533 IF ( 	XMOO *LE. XMJDMAX 22, & 00824 
o8oaz5
5540 199 CONTINUE 8265540 10 CONTINUE 








213 FORMAT 4 	1bX9 SO3TI:MOOL ) go&
5556 PRINT 213 

5562 PRINT 1-33, XAID SATLIF, TYPE, XO.,XMISPWR, REDUN, PBATF, 700 
1 PNTAGC, PWRTYP, UKlNT, PAUTYh 07U01 
5614 PRINT 	140, XIOC DVI PFKXNDL, KNTR, UP, ENOX CFi 706 
5640 PRINT 14 XNXPONO, PWRXPON ANTDIAHAOOHFREW 	 065-4
 7X ,7X, #YCG*, 7X9 , I a,214 FOqAT(/t,*.ITEM'.I8X. *WEIGHT*, *XCG 	 !ZCG'170 907 I 7XA'PVOL.* 

'ig
5654 PRINT 	214 

215 FORMAT (5X, -STRUCTUR£x 14 F r,aP0.3i 3F10.0 	 910 
± 5K( * NVIRON. C6 NT.* gx, P10.0 Fj*3, 3F10.0 / 9±1 
PA 'UAIA PRObSS.4,F8X, F FI11. 060 IF1UU f 	 914 
i 5X, #ELECTIICAL#, 13XF i0,0, Fi0.31 3F130 / 913
 / 914
1. 5X, *DISPLAYS* 15X, F10,O F10.3, 3FiO. 
± 5x PERSONNEL1 * I4X, Fi.0, Fo.3, 3F100 I 915 
1 -X,FUrlNl'HINb5i, 1ZXj F1O.U FOl-3.. SF10.0 916 
:X±,#;qA E2UIP.4 , 13X, FI. F10.3, 3Fi0D0 I gi7 
5x, *OCKI NG IOD.*, liX F iO.0, SF10.0 913F10 3 / 
1 5X *FWO TUNNEL, ±JX, FjO.G, FiO .3. 3FI.0 / 911 
5X, *A I IUNNEL, 1 X FiO.0 F10.3, 3FIU40 I 
1 5K, *ATTACH FITT*., lX Fo O FIo3, SF10.0 / 921 
1 5XK *CONTINGENCY*, 12X, Fo.0, F10.3, 3FiOi // ) 922 
216 FORMAT (3X. *DRY WEIGHT* 15X, FIO.0 FiO.. 3F10.0 // 923 
1 5x, 'CONSUMABL:S', ilX, FI0.O FG. SF10.6U / 924 
3X, *WET WEIGHT, 15X Fig.0 FiO3f SF10.0 / 925 
1 5x, *ADAPTER=t lax, iO.cj, FIG.3, 3FIOO / 926 
1 5X, *PALLET*, ±9, FIG.0, F1.3, 3Fi00 927 
i 3X *LAUNUH WI.,M 15X, F1U.0J rul, J[I3hU 9a 
5660 PRINT 	215, STRSOR, STRXCG STRYIG STRZCG; * STRVOL, 930
 
ECSOR, ECKCG ECYCS, ECZOG,- ECVOL, 931 ±TSOR, 	 TTCCG TTCYCG. TTCZCG, TTCVOL, 932
 
1 	 tLSU9, LLX t, LYL;U tLLUGf LLVULI YiS 
JISPSOR, OISPXG., OISRYCG, DISP7CC OISPVOL, 934 
PERSSOR, PERSXCG, PERSYCG, OERSZCGt RERSVOLi 93 
FURNSOR, FUPNXZG, FURNYOG; FURNZCG, FURNVOL, 935 
tVIASU:, EVAX Gf, VAYU6 cVAZ4 , EVAVUL7 933' 
UKMO3 DKMDXG, 2KMDYCG, DKMOZG, DKMOVOL, 938 
I FWDTUGN, FWTNKCG, EWINYCG, FWTNZCGp FWTNVOLi 939 
AFTTUNN. AFTNXCG, AFTNYCG. FTNZCG,. AFTNVOL, 940 
A--TTFL Al IXU, Al ITUb Al ATIVUL 94-
CONSOR CONTXCG CONTYC6 CONTZC6 COTVOL 9-1 
6066 PRINT 	215, JWSOR OWCG, OWYCG WZOG6G DWVOL 942
 
216, FLUIO; FLUDXDG, FLUDY6G, FLUDZ6G, FLUDV6L, 943
 


































































































































































































AFTNYCG- 01I0AHFr - u104 
AMINMR -010715. 
A4liU - l 
AMWPiR 011242 
ANTWGR 010750 
AREAMR - 010722 
AitMbR - 011315 
ATTFIT - G15ili 
ATTZCG - 01514 
BATT - 010613 
BAT TR -I : 1Uia 
OFG 0i0763 
CF2? 0±153 
CONFR - 011270 
CUNIVUL 011521 
CONi - 010630 
CREWSOR- 011324 
DA22 011410 
Ae U1120 7 
DBSH 01065± 
DOKrR - 010465 
DELMMR 0±0747 
U01 8"01' 
0 NMHR 010733 
DIANRE - 0±0724 
DIAM2R ­ 011±6 
OIAIRE - 011033 
DISGR G10475 
OISPYCG- 011452 
OISTFM - 011265 
DSTIR - 01103 
OIIRAV - 011067 
9KMDZCG- 011475 
3M3 - 01±14± 
OFP3 - 011416 
JP3 - 011404 
DS3A - 011376 




























ECF±R - 0±1011 
-XVOL - dll±37f 
En 01C565 
ELFR - i0r3 
ELINVGR- 0107L5 
fLPSUR - 0113 -6 
-ELRLF - 010542 































































































308 X$MD XMMO + XMDINC 
IF = XI *L. MDMAX 
316 CUNTUI,,UE
X1,OD r X'03 + XMOOINC 




















PROGRAM LENGTH INCLUOING I/ 3UFFERS 
0116J7 
rUNCTIUN ASZS NHtNTS 
STATEMENT ASSIGNMENTS 
i0i65F 2 
G il - U00275 12 
15 - G00527 16 
19 *- Ui1027 ?G 
z2 - UUU tR 2 
27 - 000453 28 
34 002274 3 
38 OU2001 39 
41 - I;L J1l 41 
56 - Q&3±12 57 
61 - 0C2354 52 
66 - 0C2635 67 
f0 UJ0412 /I 
90 - 004773 98 
102 007036 103 
106 006640 107 
110 - 0G541 I£I1 
127 O0174LL 128 
135 007577 136 
142 6u7u01 145 
Zuu -isbl( eu5 
214 -. 010050 215 












































































































































































BLUGK NAIm ANU L:NUItIS 
SSPRO - 01i617 
VARIABLE ASSIGNmjTS
PUINGIo - uhUbUu L±i rt1 -
ACINGR ­ 010732 ACINGR3-
ACINRLF- hi0537 ACINSOR-
ACSINGR- 010731 AZSINI -
AtSHCUP - Jj104U / XLeW-,< -
ACWPiR - u1io55 ACWPZR -
AOPGR - O010L a0PhIR - -
ADPSOR - 011300 APVOL -
AU - gl141-JM1 -7Ua 


















































FLUDYCG- 011530 FLUDZGG- 01531 FLUIDS - 011526 FMR - 010772 
FR 011162 FURNSR - G11325 FURNSOR- 011330 FURNVOL- 011465 









































GNI - 010572 GNiR - 011336 GN2R - 011124 6TOGK - 011368 

























































NPI G10354 MPiR - 010355 PK - 010351 UMSGR - 011 50 
OMSPGR - 011354 OMSPSOR '011357 OMSP1R - 011355 OMSP2R - 011356 
OMSSOR - 011353 OMSIR - 011351 OMS2R - 011352 ORBAO - 010371 
ORBING - -010373" .ORBPE - 010372 ORINT - 010406 PACKFTR- 010431 






































PKDONS - 011373 
PKOENiR- 01023 PNTAOC - 010377 PRESMOD- 011302 PROGRAM- 010'425 
P IUI'IYPy U1" HKI t - Uluj'U'. - HPYXVUN- 1U"41 p- U114d1 
RRAIL2R -- 010423010"73 AILGRRAVE -- J10-71 61163 PAILSO-RAILSOR- 010474 011314 RAILiR RCSPGR -- 010472011340 
RCSPSOR- 011343 RCSRIR - 011341 RCSP2R - 011342 E0UN - 010,424 


















































































Si - 011423 T - 010433 TBL - 010657 TE - 010612 
IHBL UlUbbl 'l'3LIX - UitI1 IH LV - UubIi Imli - U 10U1f4 





















T i'"'I GlUbbU IIK - b f IUUAT - IUU fU IUIItt 
TOTENGR- 01142? TOTIlP - 010633 TOTIMiR- 011061 TOTIM2E- 01±426 
TOTIM2R- 011145 TOTINGR- 010736' TOTPWR - 010575 TOTPHRM- 0111'05 

























TTCRLF - £10540 TTCSOR - 011263 TTCVOL - 011O43 TTCXCG - 011440 













WAP4 - 011413 
WA4 - 01140 
WC3A -
WE2 - 011200 
WGNSPIN- £10370 
WG2SPIN- 010571 
WM3A - 0112463 
WPPG - 011252 
WPP4 - 011417 
WSA - 010603 
WSAORM - 010603 
WS2 - 011177 
WTDIF - 0±0637 
XCGGR - 011364 
XIOC - 010401" 
XL R - 0111±?-
XL ± 010560LTG- 7 
XELOo - 011l2 
XLWSOR - 01130±
XLWZCG - 011551 
XLW2 - 011254 





































































































WC3 - l1214 
WeL: -, 010614 
WE4 01406 
WGWT 010763 
WM3 - 01±221 
WPF - 01iu61 
WPP3A - 01±241 
WP3A - 011236 
WSAORL - 010602 
WSC - 011244 
WS4 - 011i00 
W6 - 011066 
XCG2R - 01366 
XL - 01012(4 
XLGSE - 01±75 
XLTOO 010624D23,- f 6 .. 
XLWK; -010. 
XLY01550 
XL - 010666 






















XMOD - 010335 
XNQU iN- 0104eb 































START OF CONSTANTS 
006207 
SlAKI or* ItNMPURA~R±Es 
0±0257 
START OF INDIRECTS 
UNUSED COMPILER SPACE 
000200 
3. Z EXAMPLE PRINTOUT 
This section shows an example printout produced by the Satel­








POINT. ACCUR. (DEG) 
AIo. .1 
CASE NUMBER OSCS-II 






DISS.OE IGN LIFE CYR.I ".rt)
MODULARITY (UNITS)
BATT. REDUN. / PERCENT
TYPE ELECT. POWER SOLAR 
VELO ii , 
25. 9.0ORI 








XT. ON. LINKS 











± 1 25. is. 
















STRUCTURE 1.000 3.287 1.000 92. 64. 458. 573. 
ENV±(UN. bUU'NI 
































































.819 1.000 1.000 '237.0. 194.0. 194.'a. .280., 0. 
tNrJ NWATR SPONDER 5,.sO0. t If21, 
CONTINGJNCY 0.000 0.008 0.000 :.. . 
DRY WEIGH 




















AUIU. PAYLUAU SUUW? 9t,4. 1U'1. ilrlo zell* Ue 
RF2RODUCMnInr OF THJE 



























DOCKNG ADAPTFWD rUNNEL ,''. 
9.' 
AFt TUNNEL 








MODULE EXCHANGE HECH. 
MULJULb. ?IAAL £4 
DEPLOY/DOCKING MECH. 
SIDE RAILSATHOS. CONT,(EXT. CREW) 





















































PRO ELL NT .8 
KB. SUPHKI. TOTAL, U. I. 0. U. 





ADAPT. LENGTH (UT.) 
AUALIELECT. POWR ()
DENSITY (LB/CU FT)
TOTAL ELECT. POOER (HP


























































































































3.3 PROGRAM SYMBOL LIST 
The following pages of this section list the symbols used in the 
Satellite Synthesis Computer Program. 
ACINCG This list represents the attitude control inert weight 


















































Afdapter tWeight-) (tant'd,: -
Apogee Motor',Inert Weight (Ib),. 
Apogee Motor -PropellantWeight (-ib) 
if 
Communicatioh Antenna Diameter (ft) 







Structural Area (ft' ')r
AVEALT Average Altitude (nmi) 
BATT Battery Weight,.(lb) 







CODE Satellite NaWfe (SEO-1) 








Contingency Weight (lb) 
3-29
 
DAPZ 	 Attitude Control Propellant Incremental Weights
 
due to MMD Variation (lb) -.
DAP3-
DAP3A -
DATAPRO 	 Data Processing Weight (lb) 
DAZ 	 Cost-Name for Guidance and Navigation 
lA3 
DA3A 
DBBL 	 Satellite Diamter-(ft) 
DBSH 	 Shhttle Adapter Diamet -er,(ftj 
DCZ, 	 Cost-Name-GDPIrIncremdntal Weights due-to MMI 
VariationD0-3DC3A 
DELMMR' c Electrical Weight Change due to.MMD Variation (lb) 
DELMM1R 
DELMMZR 
3DEN - Satellite Density (Ib/ft 1 
DEN1 - t 
DEZ 	 Cost Names for Electrical Weight Variation.with:' 
DE3MMDD5-	 "a 
I.E3A-
DGNMMR- -Guidance and Navigation Incremental Weight due 





















Mission Equipment Weight Variation with MM; 





Apogee Motor- Dry Weight Variation with MMD, 















CDPI Weight Variation with MMD (ib) 
DV1 Velocity (ft/sec) 

























Electrical Factors and Weight (lb)' 
3 -­ 32OF THE 
PAEis]PO 
ENC Encoder Weight-(Ilb) 
ENCODR 











G Gravity 32. 2 ft/sec2 

















































ORBAPO Orbit Ap6gee (rnrni) 
ORBING Orbit Inclination (deg) 
ORBPER Orbit.Perigee Altitude (nmi) 
ORINT Solar Array Paddles Orientation 
3-34
 
PACKFTR (PF) Solar Arraf Cells 'Packing Factor (0. 9) 











Shuttle"Pallet Weight (lb) 




Battery Power (watts) 
Propellant Density (lb/ft3 




Satellite Packing Density (Ib/ft3 ) 
PNTACC Pointing Accuracy,(deg) 
PROGRAM Program Name (BRAVO) 
PROPTYP Propellant Type (Liquid or Solid) 
3-35
 
PWRTYP Power Type '(Solar) 
PWRXPON T.raisponder Power (watts) 







REDUN Redundancy Factor for Batteries 









REUSE Factor for Reuse 




SEPDRY. Solar Electric Propulsion Dry Weight (Ib) 
SEPWP" Solar Electric Propulsion Propellant Weight (ib) 
SFBLV Structure Factor 
SFR i 





































Solar Propulsion Propellant Weight (lb) 
Attitude ControlType (3-axis) 
Structure Weight 
Structure Type (EXO or ENDO) 
Structure Weight (lb) 








Adapter Sidewall thickness (ft) - (Cont'd), 





Launch Weight (lb) 

















CDPI Weight and- Factors 








WAG 	 Cost Namesfor Cost/Weight Printout - Have No 


















W.GNSPIN 	 Guidance and Navigation Weight Spinner (11) 
WGN3A-	 Guidance and Navigation Weight 3-Axis (ib) 


































Cost Named' for Cost/Weight printout - Have No 
Effect on Program 
Solar Array Weight (ib) 
Solar'Array Weight Ofiented, High Orbit Weight 
" Solar Array Weight Oriented, Low Orbit Weight 
Solar Array Weight Oriented, Medium Orbit Weight. 
Cost Names 




































Mission Equiprnent Factors and Weight 
3-41 





XMISPWR Mission Equipment Power (watts) 
XMIm Mean Mission Duration (years) 
XMMDINC Mean Mission Duration (years) Increment-" 
XMMDMAX Mean Mission Duration (year4 Maximum 
XMMDMIN Mean Mission Duration (years) Minimum 
-XMMDl - Mean Mission Duration (years) 
XMOD Number of Modules 
XMODINC - .Number,.of Modules Increment 
XMODMAXI" Number of Modules Maximum -
XMODMIN Number. of Modules Minimum 
XMPISP Main Propellant Specific Iwinpulse (sec) 
XNAME Program Name (SATWTS) 
XNDL Number -of Down Links 
XND~N 
XNTAPRC-" Number of Tape Recorders 
XNTR 
XN-XPOND Number-of Transponders 
XPONDWT Transponder Weight (Ib) 
3-42 
4. SPACE SYSTEMS PAYLOAD PROGRAM COST 
ESTIMATING COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
The listing for the Space Systems Payload Program Cost Estimating 
















r 7 1 FA CTOI? 
[a] CER
 
[S] -UYPE;c2 )1CPPOT 
[103 CURRCUS2 
















[b] FCSD-FCL:D PSCD PSAD+FSPD+F3tqD+YSGD I 
[71 P410V+F.51:U+FSCU+FCAU+PSPU+rSIIU+PlLU I 
[81 S3Rc+sspI!v+ssVRw S OREF 5sf!pfl , 0 
[03 - ALVI-ALV2-ALV3-0 I 
[101 LVSI LVS2+LVo3 COLVI-COLV2+COLV3+.o
 
rill 'LVCI-LVC2 LVC3 1
 
P121 PLigD+FL D+PLCD+PLAD*PLPD PLI!D PLGD+I
 
[131. FLSU-FLVU PLCU+FLA tl+PLPU+rLIIU+rLrU l 
C141 'IS+WV-WC+;, j/pp+VH+o1A'+T,,AP+TIP 
FISJ
 
[16J LS bF iC+LA LP-L?1 1
 
ORIGOTAY, PACT2 IS poCR 






[31 OA 0 ,3 
rI) LQLN-%




[ 7 ] CO?-7 
E8) RI'B-31 
[9 ) R P'' "2 5 
[£10) ,OVJI)-2.06 
[I)I FEE l.13 
r12) PLD+1.5 
[13J PLU-I..3 
F14J ECP -.l15 
r35 3 Pf 1.1.065 1.1 41. 17.1.225 
£16• Y,-73 
[17) FLYP-79'" 
ri) 7i1-o.13. [£19) Ui.Fi+ ltI1YRDeR-RN-0 
[202 C. P2ti2-LES-LVTYPE-i 
£21) TYPD @ 2 
[22 J AIRMOD4-3 
P23] T'VOD i0 
VWIIFAC[L ]V 

































[6) TEMP.(WAR+WAPR) +WA+WA 





















































[I] LSD- 1 0.'81 0.56 0.62 0.53 0.59 0.59 
[2) LED- 1 0.54 0.65 0.65 0.73 0.75 0.76 [3) LCD- 1 0.57 1 0.72 0.7 0.79 0.79 
[4) LAD- 1 0.58 1 0.68 0.61 0.52 0.71 
[5) LPD. i 0.88!.5p0.85
[62 LMD- 0.75 0.75 0.63 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
r7) LSU- 1 0.89 0.59 0.81 0.42 0.81 0.81 
[82 LEU. 1 0.59 0.79 0.95 9.85 0.54 6.8
 
[93 LCU 1 0.78 1 0.66 *3p0.85

[10) LAU- . 0.63 1.6.82 0.83 0.59 0.87
 
[I) LPU- 1 1.14 '5p0.75

[12) "L ,UY 1 ± 0.83 ± 0.65 1 1 
13) LLO ± I .(3pO.74). 1 1 
[14) PLSD.LSDVLS] 
[15) FLED LED[LE] 
[16) FLCD LCD[LCJ 
£17) FLAD+LADELA) 
























C13 YRN YR-68 
[23 PI+PZCYRNI 
[31 WG WS+PER+WCR+WAR+WAPR+WP+WPP+W1,R 




[81 DS:-(MI*O)ID4 i 
193 ((M2=i)v(bf2=2)V(M2=9.)V((M2=7)A(WMRk5OO)))IDI 
[103 -( (M2=6)V(M2=10)v((M2=3)A(W lR :500) )V( (1J2=4)A(WMRZ:500))V( (M2=7)A(WMR<500))V( (M2=8)A(WMRk2OO) ))/D2































[61 FCD FDxPSCDxFLCD I000
 




















[171 PLU FAL) FUNlxFSLYxFLLU 
pEPW1D!0d1WLfrt OV THE 












































[231 MD FldDx(I.575*(MI=2))x(3.15*(MI=3))x397.49+242.S8xW 1*0.4,.





[271 SAU jP I+MU 1- 1
 
[281 LV-PLUx:01.'1'2k( (SAu4AL'FUNI)*6.848 )x3*(Mi;cl)
[291 SPD 	S-D+ED -
CD*AD+-PP
 



























































































































































































































133 TSMP3 0,0,0.2S (AVGCxVSCToO
 





[I] TRMPI o,6,o! O..6'fxAVGCxVECi 
[21 TEMP2 0,0,0, ,0,.35XAVGCXVECTo 
[31 TEkP3-0.0.0.43xAVGCxVECTO,.,o 
[41 YEMP4 0,0.12x"AY'CXVECT.O.0, o 













































































[3) EL RURMW+'ELECTRICAL POWER'
 
[4) CO-RMRMW'CMMNICATIONS AND DATA'
 




[7) SP RflRMW+t SPACECRAFT'
 
(8) 	 MI-RM.RIWt'MISSION EQUIPMENT'
 








































































































. FY2 4 0 OFT 



































 (23) SUBLNCH ­
[243 WORDS CM 
[25) NINV:+(QREF0)/NREF 
[26, WORDS-' REFURS LAUNCHES 
[272 NUMBSSREF,QIWF 
[28) SUBLNCH 
[29) WORDS "CM 
(30) NREF:-(QMT1=0)/PMTN 
[31)- WORDS-' 'MAINTENANCE FLTS 


















[462 WORDS-' LAUNCH VEHICLE 3 







[523 ' FISCAL FUNDING' 
[532 W1+' RDTE'
 




[56) W±,C IV 
5[67 W2-' IRV 
£58) NuLMB COINVES,+IcoNVES 
[59) SUBOTSP 
[60) W2,CM 























Chf -4 0 4 0 4 0 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 
I 
4 0 40 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 0O 4 0 4'0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 5 
CDFTNUMB 
VDFTEL)V 
V Z+W DFT X;D;E;F;G;H;I;JUC;L;Y 
[I] D l 0123456789. " ? 
[2) +(v/W4LW.W+(HO)xL -<ppl)/DFTERR+OxF 2 
r3J *(3 2 1,<ppX)/(DFTERR+F40), 2 3 +126 
[4) *(2+126).pX+(('V/ 1 2 =pW)4 'I 2)0(ip.X)pX 
[5] X (o I I /pX)pX 
£6) .((A/(pW); 1 2 .2xE lp4pX),lpW)/(DFTERRxF4-1),3+26 
[7) I-i+[,o,LIOeX+I>jX 
[8) W+(2+I+W+(W O)tv/.XcO),W 
[9) .(V/2>-/[1 W. E.2)pW)/DFTERR+OxF 2 





J (,J)xC.-(pJ)p(, (Jr1)V.A(lI)o.siI-F1l)(Xx tF*t2;R)),l 
+(A/0Y)/2+126 
[16)[17] J[1+(pJ)1-1(I-+/(X,I)pG)+Ix-l+K]12xY<Or-(KI)pJ 
[18)[19]1 .(O=F)/3i25[(~G.G-W;] , F 














[3] WORDS-' LVI 1
 

























































































































































































' FISCAL FUNDING' 
to 
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5. SATELLITE SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION RISK, LOGISTICS, AND 
SYSTEM COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
The listing for the Satellite System Optimization and Risk 
Assessment Computer Program is shown in this section in APL language. 
In order to correct an inconsistency in computing availability 
and expected numbers between the orbital service and ground-based 
service algorithms, extensive changes in the GNDSERV (page 5-6) and 
ORBSERV (page 5-8) programs were required. Namely, in one case, 
"total time" was defined as "program time; " in the other as "program 
time plus outage time." Both algorithms now use the "program time" 
definition. 
The -executive program (COMBINE) (page 5-3) has been changed 
to permit more computation than the original version permitted. 
Minor revisions in two initialization programs - NOM (page 5-7) 
and GO (page 5-6) - were required to accommodate added input data (e. g. , 







il '?7OT: ALL COSTS IN MILLIONS OF ';BASEYEAR;' DOLLARS.' 
rf.i SP 4;'LIWT COST=';2 RND CLI'2TCEOS+COOSxNEEDTUL 
r3s RP 4;'LAUNCN 1UPPOPT COST=';2 RND OP;' PER LAUNCH't41 SP 4;'SAT. UNIT COST=';2 RND UNIT 
ril SP 4;'RDTE=';2 RND CHO
 
rsl SP 4;'UNIT COST OF AVERAGE MODULP=';2 RND CSRU
 
[7) !P 4;'UNIT COST OF POUIPHMNT BROUIRING SATZLLITE RETURN TO CROUND='
 
2 RND CNRU 
r8l SP 4;'RFPAIR COST OF SINGLE TRUNCATION=';2 RND UNITxCRTRUNC 
rQi SP 4;'REPAIR COST OF SINCLE MODULE=';2 RND CSRUxCRSRU
rini sP 4;'COST OF SATELLITE REPAIRIREFURB ON GROUND=';2 RND CNRUxCRNRU 



































































[281 L2:'RXPENDABLE SATELLITE, NO ORBITAL SPARE.'
 




















£381 'EXPENDABLE SATELLITE. 1 ORBITAL SPARE.'
 












P45] 'RETRIEVABLE AND RFFURBISHABLE SATELLITE, NO ORBITAL SPARE,
 








Z50I *RETRIEVABLE AND REFURBXS1ABLE SATELLITE. I ORBITAL SPARE.'
 










REPRODUCIBILITY OF T'lE 
ORIGINAL PAGE Is POOP. 
7 
ril q P=I ; 2u; 'PD PPD rRD; Z'IIICq l-q RRD I OOxCPD -CT; ZZI I PCT. OF TOTAL. 
ri uXl+/r"V=0
 
r,41 Irp ";'jr?7r7 qT.=1,2 R17P ! W,9,2 P77n jnnxj?7V- CT;ZZ
rul qn P'77) TPAPS;7;2 PPD ln()xTRAATq'CT;l
r j v U;l'fAT"l.='-2 RJUP MA117 '-;' ;2 P?'n JnoxlAj?7T CT,9.7.
rrl Pp 4;'OP,'Iq=1;9 P?'n 0vA":;7;2 PIP lfr)NOP 17 CT;izr7l ox," j











r i 114 TITM R PAIPMMTI+P DATPPPII 
r4nl
 
r1ii rm mR4'T-+"A Tl'P+0Pvq,,p.,) rLn.qrT-Vv 
L I x i.q"A F 
r2l PAV!' ( PF)xCLIvTx(FpxRB)-.q-rq42

rjj 
- r '? 
rui Tl :-PAVS (7xrLrwTl )+(.LIVTxRP!-l 
.riRB 
r7l 








PTJR FmRunr Tr;R;Y;L 

















[I] ZZ-1+10X(Q J-P),S-f +S 
[21 




[31 A-P-.X(L TR+TH)-SIxI--TSR TR FN S
 



















C141 YI-+Y (V S-l )+,g 
El j RI PxI+(VxM TR FN S)-SxTR FN V
 
r161 R2 0xl+(VxTVB TP FN 5)-SxTB FV V
 
1173 qi-PxL+(Yxl-TVR)-Ylxl-TR FJV V
 





















Ell IrW HNW HffRU H
 
























E14l OPCP V[51 
r153 1771IT!J? UPITYF'CxV. 6 3 
ri6i CLIFT V[71 
r171 CLIIPTI VEAI 
r2nl LlxtSFARE=l 
[211 CLIPTI t'CLIPT1 oSxCLIFT GCLIFT 12.78 
[221 LI:FLAr Vftll 
[231 HASE-VE123 
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VILOOrrnlv-
V r-YLOOP K;iSgTOP;T;jr 
r 2 l z-1+m -j 
[~-ILI 











































£141 L3 :RSAD -2SACALOCTflALPRAX(.RETA'Q14DRTA )t.DTA-1 
£151 RT.S+FWRY+tFJSRUADJ7I(-ORSA6.),(TM-TO)4THgPA+ALPHAX '+BETA 
£161 L4tFlPTSftP4ETx1,,RDP 
£171 SIr-.ESRUJIcPW .PWT+Nx+ 
£201 *LS-XC O 
£211 SRYDAR4-.(*PT-S)xTflRARE.RUTRI)NC 
[221 -L6 







[28) 7,4-'.f0(A+T E )('C~T~E Ns)(r~+~1S±,f4,~l 
£291 RT-+(g1IA)-SeD 
















V DUI.P Su S
 











r2l (G= 0 1 2)/LOLIL2­
1-1 r.0 	 MSRTI V LSPTJ 
F41 L3 
[51 Ll:R I-Yxy 
rr] LB 
r7l L2:P 3X(l-Y)*2)-2x(l-7)*3 




V 'TF,'TT1 , I 
 REPRODUCIBILITy 0,[11 Llxi(o=PPCT)v0=PP7- THE 
[21 CT CT-[I (Y=t7NOM)1-ip!lI ORIGINAL PAGE 19 poop 
Fil Pq*-7PT[I, 
[41 TRANS-TRANS[Il 
rcl MATNT MAYVT[ll 
r6j 	 OPNS OPNS[ll
 
[71 bl:'XR. OF LAUNCHTLq='-,2 RND PN 





x7 FTl? 	TlTP't'qT;W-,FS 
ril 	 T-'-(TCmqP7T)xi7lATT
 
M (OTC) PIFWTIATT PS-1 , *- (T+ALPT4A) *BETA-
E2 -1 









ARe-((*(I+XY)+-I+XY)+TU17IT).-J+Xy ,XY (PLPxo-*(R;-I)tTP)19(PLPPLP-P P- (RI 
III 
-1)+PP)x(Rp-i),*TttfllTx((R-I+PTP).I)+TP 
A TP = HATRIX: TP (TrllTr2l....).11.51 PEII.P[23 .... 
6. NASA SPACE TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK (STDN) 
NASA facilities for tracking, command, and data acquisition for 
satellites were developed for three general classes of missions: deep space, 
manned space flight, and unmanned satellites. The-earth station facilities 
for these missions have been termed the Deep Space Network (DSN), the 
Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN), and the Space Tracking and Data 
Acquisition Network (STADAN). An integrated NASA commdnication system 
(NASCOM) links these earth stations to eadh other and to control centers. 
The STDN is a combination of MSFN and STADAN intended to con­
solidate the two systems and to provide spacecraft support using fewer 
earth stations than the parent networks. 
STDN facilities and characteristics are summarized herein. These 
facilities and characteristics have been selected on the basis of more than a 
decade of operating experience and a thorough study (Ref. 6-1) of the support 
requirements for missions in the latter 1970's and the alternative configura­
tions of earth stations to satisfy these requirements. The configuration 
described ii this section is the preferred alternative of those studied and 
represents the most probable form of the consolidated earth station network 
for manned and unmanned satellites in the late 1970's. 
The introduition of a Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) in 
the 1979 tihn& frame should result in fewer earth stations being required to 
support missions similar to those projected by NASA from 197-3 to 1978. 
While requirements will change somewhat for the 1980's, 'the capabilities 
of the STDN as outlined here are assumed to-carry through into the 1980's 
for purposes of BRAVO analys is for future missions. 
Current STDN system capabilities and equipment are summarized 
in Table 6-1 for easy reference. The table lists the characteristics of the 
15 primary STDN sites shown in Figure 6-1 as well as five special purpose 
6-1
 
Table 6-1. System Capabilities and Equipment Chart 
Inks : Telemetry 	 Com and Tracking 
Siec Feqny Data Antenna -Fr, w~ Fre-Site flcIn Anti,... Mnd D1111qccyftarSE 
Type (12) System VPeI82,,d Type Band
 
ULA 4 3 	 35- MULTIBAND 4 STADAC 30' S i-S 3 30' S 
40' 3IULTIBAND 4 SATAN VHF Dipole VHF. 
- SATAN vuF 2 SATAN VHF "i-4-VHF VHF 
SATAN "IF 2 SCAai VHIF I I trk 
ACN 2 230' S 4 Augm 30, S I-S 230' S 
SATAN VHF 2 G42B SATAN VHF -\-HF 
BDA('2 2 30,_ S 4 Augn. 30' S I-S 2- 30' S 
± SATAN/ (105 VrHF 2 642B SCAMP VHF 2-tmr 
- TAGI ARRAY 
2C 2! 0, S 4 Augi. 30 S 1-S 230' S 
SATAN/(10) VHF 2 Sl2 SCAMP VIF 2-VHF 
-YAG1 A' RAVY 
GDS() 3 2 s5" " "4 Auin. A5' S 1-S 2 35. S 
30 S 4 6423 0 S 1-S 30' S 
SATAN VH 2 SATAN 'VHF -2-H 11,1- VHF 
tr.'ck 
GWC 2 2 	 30' S 4'Augn." 3a S - 1-S 20 ' " 
SATAN VHF 2 642B SATAN VHF 2-VHF 
HAW 2 2 30' 'S 4 Agm. 3 S 1-S 2 
SATAN/ (10) VHF 2 642B SCAMP VHF' 2-VnIi . 
' YAGI ARRAY 
But 3 2 40' MULTtBAND 4 STADAC 3' S ' 1-S 2 S 
30' S SATAN VIIF 3-VIF i'HF 
- SATAN VHF 2 t 
SATAN V'F 2 SATAN VI F 
MAD 2 2 85' S - 4 n S 1-bn S s 
SATAN VHF 2 W2 SATAN VHF 2-VHF Miit- WHF 
track,
MIL 3 3 30' 4 Augm. S I-S a30 S 
30, S 4 63342B S 1-S 3, S 
SAT"N VHF . SCAMP VHF 2-VHF 
ORR 4 3 85' MULT[BAND 4 STADAC 3& S -S 3 o, S 
30 S 	 SATAN VHF 3-XHF 'Dipole' VHF 
SATAN VHF 2 ,SATA VHF Mili- VHF 
= SATAN VHF' 2 	 t ck 
QJI 2 2 	 40 MULTIBAND 4 STADAC Dal 14' S 1-S Dun! S 
SATAN/ VHF 3 SATAN VHF 3-VHF 
SATAN(2 ) 	 SCAMP VHF AIEW 
ROS(5) 4 3 85' MULTIBAND 4 STADAC Dind 14' S i-S 3 ,ral 14 S 
85' MULTIBAND 4 SATAN VHF 4-%HF Dipole VHF 
SATAN VHF 2 SATAN VHF 
Array 
SATAN VHF 2 SCAMP VHF 
AGO 3 a 40' 
30, 


















-SATAN VHF 2 SCAMP VHF Thni- VIlF 
track 
Footnotes on next page. 
0Of h~6-2 
ORIG4MJ 	 PAwt 
Table 6-1.. System Capabilities and Equipment Chart (Cont'd) 
Links Tele-netry Command Tracking 
TAN< ) 1 1 40' 31'LTIB-VXD 4 Augm. Dual 14" S I-S 1iLjal 14' S 




ETC( 3) 2 1 40' 31ULT[BAND 4 STADAC SATAN %HF 2-VHF 1 Ai- - VHF 
SATAN VHF track 
2 -1 30' S ,4 Augm. 30' S -S 30' S 
30' S. 3 642B 30' S 1-S 30. S 
VHF 2-ViFSCA51P 




ATS 4.). 4 3 85(5) C 2 1-D 3 F C 1-C ATS 851(5) COfS	 85(5) 
SATAN VHF - 3 1 SCAMP rHF 2-VHF ATS 
15' S&L I 15' SidL 3-SIL ATS 
F 
15 lumW 1 . XI 
AT., 3 3 40' C 2 1-D 3 40' IC I-C XIS 40' c 
1-:5 
SATAN VHF 3 SCAMP VIF 2-VHF ATS 
15' S&L 1 ' 15' S&L I-SLL ATS 
F-
TRANS- -	 1-5 
PORT- SATAN VHF SCAMP VHF 2-VHF ITS 
ABLE F&G 
GND, 15' S&L 1 - 15' S&L 1-S L ATS 
STATINO F 
(1.6) 	 EXP 
ATS, 2 2 21' C&LHF 1 21 C 1-C15' S&L 1 15' S&L 1-S&L 
Notes: 
(1) Launch Support Sites 
(2) Space Diversity SATAN Antennas 
(3) Special Purpose Sites 
(4)ATS Dedicated Sites 
(5)ROS 85-2 Dish Shared with ATS () than feceic:
 




Bends Receive . Cornmanj 1700-1710 '.1[z 
VHF 136-133 hitZ 117-157 M1Hz 2200-2300 MHz (7)
 2550-2619 M.lzUHF 835-8553 MHz. ­ 7)
 L 1500-ISS0901llk 1620-1700 MHz ,2600-2700 [Hz'
S 2050- 2100 MHz 2200-2300 M1Hz 
C 3700-4200 31Hz 5952-6425 AfHz 
(71Not fully Implentntcd 
(8) ATS antennas not mcluded 
(9) TWO SATANs are required for a space[dLversty capabiLty. 
(10) 	 These SATAN/YAGI Arrays satisfy the requiremaent for a SATAN telemetry
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40 
Ftgure 4-1, -,NASA $pace Ti aqkipg 4nd Data Netwp(STN 
sites: the Engineering Training Center (ETC), Greenbelt, Maryland, and 
four dedicated stations for the Application Technology Satellites .(ATS), 
three of them collocated with other stations. 
Table 6-L lists for each site the number of receive and command 
links; the telemetry antennas, frequency, 
-number of multifunction receivers 
(MFR), and data systems; the command antennas, frequency, number .and 
frequency of transmitters, and number of spacecraft command encoders 
(SCE); and the tracking antennas and frequency. Abbreviations for earth 
stations and equipments listed in Table 6-1 are shown in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-3 summarizes the requirements for NASCOM dhahnels 
for each.of the 15 primarj STDN sites. The first ten sites listed should 
have wideband facilities while the remaining five stations can use narrow 
band facilities. However, narrow band facilities are listed as alternative 
solutions to wideband facilities for five stations where requirements might 
be satisfied by additional equipment for data stripping or data compression 
to reduce high rate real-time spacecraft data to fit onto 7. 2 kbps lines. 
Regardless of the specific solution chosen in each case, the communications 
requirements listed for each site provide a good measure of the capabilities 











































Abbreviations Used-in Table 6-1 
Santiago, Chile 
Applidations Technology Satellite(s) - dedicated 
earth stations or equipment 
Ascension Island 
Bermuda 
Johannesburg, S. Africa 
Grand Canary Island 





Merritt Island, Florida 
Orroral Valley, Australia 
Quito, Ecuador 
Rosman, N. Carolina 
Tanafiarive, Malagasy Republic 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
136,Mhz receive; 148 Mhz transmit command. 
148 Mhz transmit command .­




136 Mhz angle tracking system 
Station Data Acquisition Control System (multi­
plexing formatting and real-time data transmission 
to Goddard Space Flight,Center) 
Real-time data transmission system using 624B 
computer, augmented to provide STADAC­
compatible data transmission formats and 
- functions plus storage to increase data buffering 
Multifunction receiver 
Spacecraft command' encoder 
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for NASCOM ChannelsSTDN RequirementsTable 6-3. 
Narrowband SolutionWidebad Solution 
Quantity
Quantityt 
Narrowbad Channels WB Data ChannelSite 
V TTY7.Z kbps V TTY 7.2 kbps 
MIL 	 2-50.0 kbps or ­
higher (3) (3) 
ROS 	 Present systemnIs: -. 
1-800 kil analog ) 
I-128 kHz analog 
1-Z40 kbps digital 
3 2
.2 	 - 4CYI 	 l4Z8.5 kbps Or 

higher -1) (1) (2)
 
4 3 22 2 ­
higher jI) (1) (2)
 
ACN 	 1-28. 5 kbps or 
5 " 32 a 

higher I1) (1) ()
 
1fAW 	 1-Z8.Slbps or 
4 4 22 2 

highe r . .. (2
 
GDS 	 1-28.5 kbps or 
-2 	 -ORR I-Z8.5 kbps Or 

higher (1) (2) (2)
 
--a 2 -MAD 	 I-Z8.5 kbps or 
higher (1) (2) 
-
2 2 2 
AGO 




















2 2 2QUI ­




QWM 	l-28.5 kbps or 
WB Wideband 
7.2 kbps = Voice bandwidth data channel 
V = Voice channel 
TTY = Teletype channel 
provided separately from the widebandaQnantities shown in parentheses are 
or group (48 kHz) channel system- other quantities shown are provided as a (48 kHz) channel.ation of the wideband groupsub-channeli 
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7. THE INTELSAT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
The Intelsat (biternational Telecommunications Satellite .Consortium) 
Network provides high quality communications by satellite throughout most 
of the world, primarily among nations outside the Communist bloc. The 
system has grown rapidly since the first commercial operations in 1965. In 
1974, 71 earth stations using 88 antennas will be operating, based on 1971 
planning as shown in Figure 7-1. A'further growth in the number of earth 
stations is anticipated, but-at a much lower rate. The bulk of the increase 
° 	 in traffic, which is expected to growvat 15 to 20 percent per yeai; will be 
accommodated by augmenting the capacity of existing earth stations which 
are located to serve the principal traffic-demands. The current Intelsat IV 
satellites have a capacity of about 5000 voice circuits or 12 television channels 
in each of the five primary satellites. Twd additional satellites are in orbit 
to provide backup capacity in the event of degraded service or failure of 
primary-satellites. It is planned that future generations of Intelsat satellites 
will have higher capacity to match the traffic growth.> 
The Intelsat system provides service primarily to telecommunications 
common carriers rather than directly to users since the Intelsat system 
usually interfaces.the terrestrial network at the satellite earth stations. 
Rates charged to users by common carriers reflect the composite of costs 
to providi service, including switching and other distribution costs, and costs 
of alternative terrestrial transmission systems. 
Table 7-1 lists the' Intelsat systern earth stations in existence or 
planned as oft1971.with their prdjected 1982 demand'in terms of voice 
channels. The list provides system planhners with approximate locations 
where the Intelsat system would be available to provide high quality, reliable, 




-- ACTUAL PLANNE -V­










1966 1968 1970 1972- 1974
 
SOURCES: 	 COMSAT ANNUAL REPORT,
 
1971, AND COMSAT ANNUAL
 
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 
AND THE CONGRESS, 
MAY 31., 1971 
Figure 7-1. Planned Growth of Intelsat System 
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Canada, B.C., Lake 
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U.S., Alaska, Talkeetna 
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raffic demand estimated in equivalent number of 4 kHz one-way voice channels. 
2 
Either Etam or Andover capable of handling the total U.S.-Atlantic Basin traffic. 
3 Communicates with satellites in more than one ocean basin. 
4 Serves Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark. 
5 
Either Jamesburg or Brewster capable of handling all U.S.-WestCoast traffic to 
other parts of the Pacific Basin. ­
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The 1982 (selected to show demand a decade into, the future) traffic 
demand for the'se earth-stations, in terms of equivalent voice channels, 
has been estimated based primarily on traffic estimates and growth rates 
from Comsat Corporation (the operating agency for Ihtelsat), AT&T, and 
the Federal Communications Commission, assuming a 15 percent annual 
growth rate.' Demand for other years can be calculated by using the 15 
Where a prospec­percent growth rate, i.e., traffic doubles in five years. 
tive system requires voice or low speed data channels adding up to a small 
can be expectedfraction of a particular earth station's normal load, service 
to be available. However, requirements for a large fraction of capacity, 
particularly high speed data links, may require special arrangements and 
additional equipment, particularly in the less industrialized countries. 
Stations with fewer than 100 voitc6 channels should be assumed to provide 
only a few voice channels to any proposed system use. 
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8. TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS LEASE COSTS 
This section presents data on lease costs to provide a basis for 
comparing the cost of commuhications using prospective satellite systems 
with the cost to provide the same comrnunication services using-leased lines 
in the terrestrial communication network for voice and data transmission. 
These costs are representative of communications costs for the areas of the 
world with developed communication systems and were taken from Reference 
8-1. All costs have been adjusted to 1973 dollars from 1969 dollars in the 
data source using the Bureau of Labor Statistics wholesale price index for 
all commodities to adjust for'inflation and using a four percent per year 
declining trend (constant dollars) in communications costs. Commodity 
indices for 1969 and 1973 were 106.5 and 130.7, respectively. 
Annual costs in 1973 dollars are shown in Table 8-1 for U.S. 
domestic leased voice circuits at several distances which are the break 
points in the rate charged per mile. Figure 8-1 shows the 1973 annual 
costs per circuit from Table*8-1 as a function of distances in kilometers. 
For convenience in calculations, the actual cost variation has been approxi­
mated in the range up to 804 kilometers (500 miles) by two straight lines. 
Transoceanic leased voice circuit costs in 1973 dollais are shown 
in Table 8-Z together with the corresponding distances. The basic. data, 
in cost per channel per month, have been restated in terms of costs per 
-circuit (two channels per circuit) per year in addition to being adjusted to 
1973 dollar costs. These costs are composite costs of the communications 
media used, essentially satellite and submarine telephone cables, @stablished 
by international agreements. The user has no control over the mediurn 
used by the carrier to provide service and no distinction in rates is made 
relating to the medium actually used. Thus, comparisons using these data 
would be between the costs of prospective space systems-and the costs of 
8'­
.Table 8-1. Lease Costs, U.S. Domestic-Voice Circuits 
DISTANCE COST/MO4TH 1 COST/YEAR 
(mi) (kn) (1969 Dollars) (1973 Dollars) 
25 40 82.5 1,032 
100 161 255.75 3,198 
250 402 503.25' 6,293 
500 804 792.00 9, 903 
1500 2414 1617.00 z0,219 
1 Duplex (two.way circuits) costs shown here are 10 percent 




20 COST CURVES USED FOR 
APPROX. COST VS. DISTANCE 
COST/yr = 4750 + 6.41 D 









ACTUAL COSTS, 1969, 
ADJUSTED TO 1973 DOLLARS 
0 -





Figure 8-1. U.S. Leased Duplex Voice Circuit Costs, 1973 Dollars 
Table 8-2. Lease Costs, Transoceanic Voice Circuits 
Cost/channel Approx. distance Cost/circuit 
From To per Month (krn) per Year ($1969) Actual Shortest $1000, 1973 
Japan Philippines 16, 58Z 3140 380 
Japan Guam 10, 987 2670 264 
Hawaii Japan 16, 506 6270 396 
Hawaii Philippines 15, 120 8620 363 
Hawaii California 8,064 4020 194 
Hawaii Colorado 8, 064 5460, 194 
Hawaii Pennsylvania 8,064 7820 194 
California Guam '16, 128 9650 9170 387 
Nebraska Okinawa 21,571 11400 9170 518 
Nebraska Puerto Rico 5,040 3940 .12.1 
Nebraska Spain 11, 945 7400 5550 287 
N. Dakot& Bermuda ' 6,048 * 3540 145 
Georgia Puerto Rico 5, 040 2570 121 
Virginia Pailama 7, 81Z 328D 1930 187 
Virginia - Bermuda 6,048 1380 145 
'Virginia PaHls 12, 933 6300 5550 310 











Florida Bahamas 2,520 322 60
 
Florida i1 lPuerto Rico 5, 040 1800 i1
 
24
Florida Cuba -1,008 481 a 
Florida Jamaica 5, 976 1010 143 
Panama -Uruguay 11,592 5620 278 
IShortest foreign-U. S. distance. -Great circle distance from foreign 
point to nearest major U.S. city. 
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leasing from the established common carrier network, rather than costs of 
leasing service from terrestrial systems exclusively. -The cost data have 
been plotted in Figure 8-2 as a function of distance, using two straight­
line curves fitted by inspection to represent the cost/distance relationship. 
Substantial 'Variation about~the curves is evident, reflecting the variability 
of factors which bear on the international agreements. ' For purposes of 
projecting costs into the future, the cost/distance curves are preferable 
to a matrix of costs for each pair of countries, or areas within countries. 
The curves can be projected with more certainty than-the individual link 
Costs. 
Costs for transoceanic links to and from the contiguous United 
States are related to the great circle distance between the foreign end of 
.-the link and the nearest major city in the U.S. rather than to the nominal 
point within the U.S. Thus, the actual transoceanic rate is the same re­
gardless of the location within the U.S. and the curves of Figure 8-Z will 
provide the correctcosts when distances are measured in the proper manner. 
Table- 8-3 shows interexchange lease costs for 500 kilometers for 
voice circuits in foreign countries. The sample includes, primarily European 
countries but rates for other foreign countries in the non-Communist part 
of the world generally fall ,within the. range of variation of costs shown in 
the table. These costs tend to vary directly with distance. For some of 
the'countries shown,-rates are a constant amount per kilometer while, for 
others, the cost per kilometer declines -somewhat with increasing distance. 
Use of the average value of $29.00 per year per kilometer per circuit for 
estimating dosts appears to offef'the best compromise between simplicity 
of calculations and accuracyof. results. 
Table 8-4lists international voice circuit lease dosts among 
European voice circuits . The same value mAy be assumed for projections 
of costs for other foreign areas on the basis that the technology used is 
similar throughout the world and most countries; have 'an inte rest in 
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0)/- COST/yr 100 D
 
0 ,2000 4000 6000 80()0 10,000. 112,000 
DISTANCE, km (D) 
Figure 8-Z. Leased Duplex Voice Costs, Transoceanic, 1973 Dollars 
Table 8-3. Lease Costs, Interexchange Voice Circuits, Foreign 
Cost Per Month 
Country @ 500 km (311 mi) 
___($1969) 
Belgium $ 1400 
Denmark 550 
France '1350 











Average $ 1159 
Average costiper kilometer (1969 dollars) = $27..82 per year, per km 
Average cost per kilometer (11973 dollars) = $29.'00 per year, per 1mF 
or = $ 2. 42 per month, per km 
-or = $ 3.89 per month, pet mile 
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Table 8-4. Lease Costs, International 
CostPer Month 
London -Oslo 3026. 
London Copenhagen 3035 

London Belgium 1820 

London Frankfurt 2637 

London Greece 8886 

London Paris 1851 

London N. Italy 3271 

London Lisbon 6795 

Oslo Belgium 4639 

Oslo Copenhagen 1209 

Oslo Paris 5685 

Oslo Frankfurt 3267 

Copenhagen Frankfurt 2385 

Copenhagen Belgium 3528 

Paris Lisbon 5489 

Paris Ankara 8073 

Paris N. Italy 2874 

Paris S. Italy 4181 

Italy Ankara 8429 





Average cost per circuit (1969 dollars) 







Voice Circuit, Europe 
Distance Annual(kn) (1969 $) 









































= $44.70 per year, per kn 
= $46.58 per year, perkn 
$ 3.88 per month, per in 
$ 6.25 per month, per mile 
The cost trend of a three-minute public telephone call of 500, 
1000, and 2000 miles in the United States is shown in Figure 8-3. Data 
for fhe period from 191.9 to 1972 are shown in current (current at the time, 
or actual) dollars. The costs for the latter part of this period, 1959 to 
1972, have been stated in constant 1972 dollars, using the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics wholesale- price index for all commodities, and have been ex­
trapolated to 1995. 
The average rate of decrease of four percent per year for a.1000-. 
mile call, as shown in the figure, has bden selected as an indicator of 
long-haul communications cost trends for-projecting costs of communications, 
both U. S. and foreign, from the currently prevailing costs. The decline 
in costs reflects the interaction between growth in the demand for corn­
munications and decreasing cost per call due to advances in communications 
technology and the economies of scale and heavier traffic. This interaction 













- - RATE OF.DECREASE 
FOR 1000,MILE RATES, 
-- ,1972-1992, AS SHOWN; 






-01 I I I 
1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 
~YEARS 
Figure 8-3. Cost Trend, Public Telephone Cost of Station-Station 
Day Call, First Three Minutes, U.S. 
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9. 	 LINE-OF-SIGHT MICROWAVE RELAY 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM COSTS 
relay trunk lines are the least expensiveLine-of-sight microwave 
longer-haul terrestrial communications medium under most circumstances. 
These trunks make up the bulk of the AT&T Long Lines Department network 
(along with aerial or buried telephone cables).in the contiguous United States 
-Special purpose carriers also have assumed the use of microwave relay 
systems for inter-city and national voice/data transmission in proposals for 
servide special segments of the communications market, e.g.,systems to 
or business voice and digital.data communications.airline operations data, 
are required for dedicated.Where terrestrial transmission costs 
microwave
communications facilities of syst-ns An the planning stages, 
relay costs can be used as representative of costs for communications 
systems which might actually include other media such as aerial or buried 
Even where a detailed system design mightcable or high-frequency radio. 
costs for such media are not so different,show other media to be preferable, 
not so great as to disturboveralland the likelihood of thei-r being selected is 
communications costs significantly. 
In order to provide some insight into the cost relationships for 
S.
microwave relay systems, the characteristics and costs of a domestic U. 
system proposed by the Data Transmission Company (Datran) subsidiary of 
University Computing Company-.rre given below and analyzed using dita 
From the data and analysis, costs and costfrom additional sources. 
are developed which are .seful in estimating costs of micro­relationships 
by Datran would connect 
wave relay systems with different configurations. 
9. 1 THE DATRAN SYSTEM 
The system proposed to the Federal Communicat
35 cities using a single trunk mi
ions Commission 
crowave relay line 
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Trunk lines and spur line relaysand spur lines, as shown in Figure 9-1. 
would transmit digital data-at carrier frequencies in the 4-6 GHz band. 
Dis-Relays would be spaced at approximately 30-mile (48 kIn) intervals.. 
shown in Figure-97Z, would use' 11 GHz micro­tribution at traffic centers, 
and subscribers would be connected wave relays spaced at five miles (8 kin); 
relays by cable. Message switching. would be to the distribution microwave 

ten of the 35 traffic centers;
accomplished at ten District Offices located in 
single Regional Office would switch messages among the ten District a 

than'three seconds.
Offices. Message switching would require no more 
to establish a connection. Availability was estimated to be 99. 98 percent..
 
percent of not getting a circuit) service
P.01 	(probability of less than one 

The system is designed to ensure
would be provided during the busy hours. 
" 
an error probability of less than 10 -7 . 
-Time division ,multiplexing(TDM) 'would be used -with phase, shift 
keying (PSK) to allow simultaneous broadcast bytup to six compatible sub,
 
Channel sampling at 20 kilobits per'second (kbps) would be used
scribeis. 

data rates up to Z kbps would be available
 for 6ider wire voice-. Initially, 
Higher
in-the asynchronous mode and up to 14.4 kbps'in synchronous mode. 

would be offered later as the market required.
raleds,- 19. 2-48.0 kbps, 

Changes in capacity would be accomplished by changing channel equipment
 
modules&; 
would be simplified by the modular-design of equipment,Maintenance 

designec'for field replacement of malfunctioning Thodules. Transportable
 
spare stations and modules would be used to patch around catastrophic
 
would be failures. -One maintenance crew, consisting of seven persons, 

stations.
responsible for 10 microwave 

over the six years of system
Investment costs for the system 
Of the $349M total: costs shown,installation are shown in Table 9-1. 
and local distribution $161M. transmission and switching account for $179M, 

which would probably be customer-owned.
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. , 'SWITCHING ',,; 
Datran Microwave Relay System ConfigurationFigure 9-2. 
Table 9-1.' Datran Microwave Relay System Investment Cost ($M) 
Year 
Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Trunks, 1.5 86. 1 26.7 0 0 0 114.3-
Spurs
 
Dist. Office 1.5 9.5 l. 2-1.0 10.8 OZ2p 60..0 
Switching 
Regional 
Office 0 0 0 .1.4- 3.7 0 5.1 
Switching 
Local 0 0 21.5 62.8 56.Z 20.5 161.-ol 
Distrib. 
Z.3Vehicles 0 0.4 0.5 0.5 - 0.4 0.5 
'0 0 6.3Other 0 4.2 2.1 0 
Total 3.0 100.2 68.0 85.7 71.1 Z.0 349.0 
lApproxirnately 70 -percent of total local distribution costs. 
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The following charge rates for switched message service were 
proposed:' 








based on -a six-secondCustomers would be billed for actual mes-sag6 time, 
for additional time. The combina- I initial period and six-second increments 
tion of three-second switching time and six-second billing interval would 
with substantial amounts ofoffer distinct cost advantages for customers 
traffic in messages of only a few seconds duration. The current coinmon_ 
carrier network, by Comparison, requires approximately 20 :secbfids -for 
-,
switching and-bills for an initial three-minute period 'at the minimum. 
AND-RELAYSTERMINALSMICROWAVE9. 	Z UNIT INVESTMENT COSTS, 
and relays are broken ­* Investment costs of microwave termrinals 

down to the 1eve Fof major components and functional elements in Table -9-2,
 




relay station is'divided approximately one-third each to building, 

system; and installation and engineering.
power; electronics and antenna 

are essentially independent of the number of channels;carried.
Costs 

similar apportionment of costs for small
Terminal costs show a 

capacity terminals. However, the multiplexing equipment required is
 
directly related to the terminal capacity, and costs for this equipment 
power of channel capacity. Costs for large terminalsincrease as the 0.8&5 

with hundreds of channels are dominated by multiplex equipment costs and
 
and support equipment.
the attendant costs for docurnentation, spares, 
The unit costs of terminals and relays as a function of the number 
These costs are 14
of channels of capacity are shown in Figure 9-3. 

percent greater than those based directly on the Cosgrove and Chipp 
data
 
order to match the Datran estimates.in 
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Table 9-Z. MicrowaVe Relay Investndnt Costs 
30-mile hops 150-ft guyed tower 
7-8 GHz frequency 4-ft antennas 
Typical Terminal Costs ($1000s) 
No. of 4 kHz Telephone Channels 12 24 60 1z0 
Electronics ($19.5), 160-ft Waveguide($1.0) 
Antenna & Tower ($6.0), Hardware ($1.0) 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 
Multiplex with Signalling . 27.2 42.2 90.0- 162.0 
Total Electronics Cost . 54.7 69.7 117.5 1:89.5 
Documentation (6. 3%) Transportation (2%),
 
Spares (7%), Ground Support Equip. (6. 3%)
 
Total 21.6% of Electronics Hardware Cost 11.8 15.1 Z5.4 40.
 
Installition, Engineering 67.0 68.0 71.0 76.(:
 
Bldg. (200 ft , $5.0); Power (15kw $20.0);
 
Commercial Power ($10.0); Land, Grad­
ing, Roads, Tower Foundation ($14.0);
 
Fuel Storage (1000 gal, $1.0); Fencing
 
(800 ft, $8.0) 58.0 58.0 58.0 58.0 
Total 191.5 210.8 271.9 364.4 
Typical Relay Cost ($1000s) 
(costs essentially independent of channel capacity) 
Electronics ($38.0), Waveguide ($2.0) Tower-.and
 
Antenna ($6' 5), Hardware and-Miscellaneous ($2. 5) 49.0
 
Documentation, Transportation, Spares, Support
 




Building, Power, Site. Preparation, Roads, Fences,
 




















CAPACITY, 4 kHz telephone channels
 
Figure 9-3. 	 Line-of-Sight Microwave Terminal and Relay 
Station Investment Costs vs Capacity 
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9.3 
The top curve of the figure includes the additional costs of message 
switching at $1160 per channel. 
ANNUAL OPERATIONS AND ........
 
Annual costs of operating and maintaining microwave relay systems 
are sensitive to system configuration. Low capacity, simple -systems con­
very few relays tend to have higher persoAnelsisting of two terminals and a 
costs and lower spares costs per dollar of initial investment than networks 
with many terminals and high capacity. The differences are the result of 
scale effecdts (doubling a terffinal's costynay increase personnel costs 	by. 
a
only a small fraction) and equipment mix (high capacity networks have 
and thushigher proportion of multiplexing and switching equipment cost, 
a higher proportion of spares costs). 
Differences due to configuration are apparent in the estimates of 
9-3 for two systems. One system, used by Cosgroveannual costs in Table 

and Chipp for an example, is a single trunk system, 3000 miles long, with
 
Switching equipment is not included.
two terminals of 60 channel capacity. 

The other, the Datran system, has somewhat more than twice the length
 
(and number of relays) and 36 terminals, most of which have channel
 
Switching equipment is included. Annual costs
capacities of 1000 to 2000. 
for the latter, 11.2 percent of investment.for the former were 15.7 percent, 

A value of 14 percent of initial investment should be used for annual opera­
(capital recovery costs not included) for
tions and maintenance costs 

or three terminals and relatively few
relatively short systems with two 

channels. For systems approximating eithei"of the example systems in
 








Cosgrove & Chipp Datran 
(Two Terminals, 9 Relays) 
(no switching costs) 
(36 Terminals, 241 Re lays) 
(switching costs included) 









Personnel (104 @ $161 000)1 1810 10.9 Personnel (374 @ $18, 200) 6820 3.8 
Replacement parts (10% of 511Replacement parts (0 of
electronics cost) 3.1 electronics cost), 12,000 6,7 
Utilities (101 stations @ $2000) 20Z 1.2 Utilities (277 stations @ $2280)2 632 04 
Fuel Oil (101 stations @ $300) 30 0.2 Fuel Oil (Z77 stations @ $340) 2 95 0.1 
Misc, (1/4% of investment) 42 0.3 Misc: (1/4%6 of investment) 448 0.2 
Total Z5953 15.7 Total 9,9953 ll. 
IIncludes 901 overhead and administration. 
2 Datran costs are about three years late'r than Cosgrov- SkChipp data and appear to be about 14% higher. 
Cosgrove & Chipp unit costs have been increased 14% - appropriate for application to Datran system. 
3 Does not include capital recovery costs. 
l0. U. S. POSTAL SERVICE RATES 
As an alternative to the transfer of data by communications -satellite, 
the Postal Service may be used for transport and delivery of data or informa­
tion in printed copy, photographs,, or rolls of tape.. The Postal Service 
rates below can serve as a basis for estimating cost for cost-effectiveness 
comparisons with spade systems. 
Rates charged by the Postal Service cover rnuch more than the 
transportation of mail from one place to another. ,The rates also. cover 
the costs of mail collection, sorting according to destinatipn, local and 
long-haul transportation, further sorting, andlocal'transport and delivery. 
as seenCosts other than transportation comprise the bulk of the qosts, 
below. 









are responsible for three-fourthsProcessing and delivery costs 
of total costs. Comparisons of costs for postal services with costs of 
information transfer by satellite must include the corresponding processing 
and sorting function costs for the system which uses saOllites for "trans­
portation" if the comparisons are to be valid. 
Postal Service mail categories and charges are suirmarized below 
in sufficient detail to permit calculation of mailing costs according to the 
class of mail, the kind of sender, and the nature of the material. 
Rates for most -mailclasses vary with distance, with rate steps 
1 surrounds the originating office directrelated to eight postal zones. Zone 
S10-1
 
service area, and Zones 2 through 8 are circular bands at increasing
 
distance. Zone charts which tabnlate.destination postal zip codes by 
zone 
are used by post offices to determine zones and postal rates. These zone 
clharts vary with the location of the origination post office. They are
 
cumbersome 
to use in generalized- studies inasmuch as zone charts for 
all originating post offices of concern in a study must be at hand in order 
to determine postal rates. Postal rates are tabulated on the following Pages 




Table 10-1 relates these 
zones to their approximate distances 
from the originating office, allowing the zone distance between two points 
to bedite'rnined without'resort to zone charts of either point. 
Table 10Z'outliries-the characteristics, limitations, and costs 
of postal service by the major mail classifications, first through fourth 
class. Tables'10-3 through'10-6 provide rates detail that is too extensive 
for the forniat'f Table 10-2. 
The detail in Table 10-2 and the supporting tables will be adequate 
in most cases to determine postal rates for speciticg prosective mail usage. 




Table 10-1. 	 Approximate Distances from Los Angeles
 
to Postal Zones I through 8
 
Zone 	 Distance, miles1 
z 
1 	 Less than50 
2 50 to 125
 
3 125 to 250
 
4 250 to 600
 
5 600 to 1000
 
6 1000 to 1400
 
7 1400 to 1850
 
8 More than 1850
 
1Distances are approximate, based on scaling distances 
from Los Angeles to Zone boundaries as identified from 
tie Postal Service Official Zone Chart for Los Angeles. 
2 Less than 50 miles but greater than radius served 
directly by the originating post office. 
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Table 10-2, Principal Mail Categories and Rates, U.S. Postal Service 
First Class Airmail Priority 
Users, Uses Letters, cards, business Same as first class. Sealed parcels 
reply mail; sealed parcels 
Characteristics, 
Limitations 
Written, typed material 
must go first class 
Ptrvacy assured, letters 





and sealed packages 
12 oz or less 8,pzor less >Sozupto70lb 
Handling
Outgoing Top priority-first dispatch' Same as first class Same as first class 
Transportation Fastest surface or space-' I Fastest~avdilable Fasteit available
available air over 200 miles 
Cost 6¢/card 9e/card See Table 10-3
 
80/oz . ll$/oz 
Bus, reply: 8 /card Bus. reply: ll#/card 
<2 oz, 80/oz + 24 each piece <2 oz, ll/oz + 20 each 
>Z oz, 8€/oz +,5 each piece >2 oz, ll¢/oz + 5j each 
1First Class mail is, essentially, "unguaranteed airmail". Currently a large portion,
roughly three-fourths, of first class mail frompcs't offices in major metropolitan centers 
goes by air to destinations more than a few hundred miles away. 
Table 10-Z. Principal Mail Categories and Rates, U.S. Postal Service (cont'd) 
Second Class1 
Zone Rate Publ. Classroom Publ. Non-Profit Publ. Transient Rate 
General publicUsers, Uses Mass circulation Publishers of Churches, schools, 
magazines and weekly scholastic labor unions, 
business publica- magazines and fraternal orders, 
scientific societies,tioris Sunday School 











as column to Same 
left 
as column to 
Transpbrtation Fastest surface Same Same Same 
Incoming Nolater than 2nd Same Same Same 
day 
Cost See Tablet 10-4 See Table 0-4 See Table 10-4 6ll first 2 ozper additibnal oz 
county have been excludediRates and characteristics of second class mail delivered in the same 
to the purposes of'this document.'from the table because they would be of no value 
2Major publislhets pre-sort and-deliver'to the post office on schedules designed to minimize 
result in faster service.post office costs. These arrangements'typically 



















Less than one pound 
per piece 
Within 24 hours 
Earliest surface 
No later than 2nd 
day 





IThe higher minimum rate applies 
Third Class 
BBulk 

































1',7 each, minimum 
Books: 
8/1b 




Magazines & periodicals 
not 2nd class begause 
circdlated to readers 
without charge, trade 
publications 
25% non-advertising mn. 





4# each, minimum 




















ials, book and record 
publishing clubs, 
book dealers 
Within 24 hours 
Earliest surface 
Within Z4 hours 
1"4, first pound 








category but mailed 






'6#, first pound 
2 each addl' pound
 
Parcel Post Catalogs 
All mailable matter Catalogs and similar 
not itaany-other printed and bourd 
class material 
70 pounds, max., 	 8 oz to 10 pounds, 
Z4 pp or more in­
dividually addressed 
Same 	 Sare 
Same 	 Same 
Same 	 Same 
See Table 10-5 	 See Table 10-5 
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Table 10-4. Second Class Postal Rates 
Zone-Rate Classroom Non-Profit2 
Second Class Category Publications Publications Publications 
Cost 
1. Reading Matter, 4/lb 	 4.0 2.3 2.4 
2. 	 Advertising matter, c/lb
 
Zones 1 and 2 6.0 3.6 4.4
 
Zone 3 7.2 4.4 5.2
 
Zone 4 9.6 5.9 6;9
 
Zone 5 11.9 7.4 8.6
 
Zone 6 14.4 9.0 9 4
 
Zone 7 15.3 9.5 9.5
 
Zone 8 17.8 11.1 9.7
 
3. Charge per piece 	 0.2 0.1 0.04 




iTotal cost per piece'is the.sum of Items 1, 2, and 3, but not less than item 4. 
2 4.6#/b for authorized agricultural publications (Zones 1 and 2).' 
3 Non-profit publications with less than 10 percent advertising are charged at the reading 
matter rate. 
Table 10-5. Parcel Post Rates - Fourth Class 
Ipound 7one 	 I pound Zone.­
and not- and nomt 
nccrdung I and 
­
1r6 	 ,,ding atI and (poun&Loral 2 I 5 ( 7 8 	 (pound-) ,oral 2 I 1 5 6 7 8 
.- 1..... 	 .. 82618 ¢3.6(3 R56i 8 7.S1)I8,n1) 298 $552 S11.0(1 S065 071) 811.7' SoI)1')1 S.73 17I 1 11 I943 	 725080.83) 1"31)83.4)5 - 61) ±6; -14; 7; 
I . .60 75 331 .3'4 .95 1.1) 1.2) 315 -14 10 373 115 117I' 101 ;'m .5 880 
4 . . 5 81) 8 .)5 1.II I I lt I 84) I .- .. 275 . 1l .38 1 .9(I hl 7.61) '*4)4o,5S .. 70 335 .98) 3015 1.21) 1.15 3.6.; 3 911 l ... 155 2.803) .15 .3(17 51I)11 6l13 7.75 02)I-.1I9P.T.XSFFIP13 	 601,EIIMIN)1l;l 2 S.l$ .70 	 [is)STL-10I 1.6,1 1 91)~3E4 11) ii 
6 .	 70 .95 1.01Io 1.15 U215 .61) 3 85 2 343 3 -2 79 94) 
7. .75 1(15 r.Il) 1325 1.51) 1.7, 2.11) 23, 	 2 .... 65 290 3f 1 ) 6 1 91 961)8.. 	 75 1.11) 1.13 3.15 1.61 1 II ) 2.411) 165 295 3 48 9.8) 
9. . 81 15 121 1 1.75 2.03 2 15 281 t. 1.70 .34) - 1 3 1100 
2.20) 1.31). .I11 . .	 .81) 1.21) 1.10 3.15 1.910 26 15 .... 70.,4+.8) 
. I 02 
II 	 81O 125 1.15 1.60 2.11 .115 7(1 3i) 101W 69) 11210 2RS 36. 1301 .65 3*7(1 
12 1151.31) 1.15 1.711) 34) 2.15 1.I1 15 ' t7.... 1 71 .. 11 15 -I II 5.7.5 7110 811 1(611) 
Ii 3315 LIsS I.5 1.31 20 260ii .1.2 -t. 18475 13 161 3.I4- 35 7135 905 10811 
Is .. I.1 1 363 . I.42 2.759(1 I6 2.11 .1..5 19. 3.30 1.20 I 65 I a5(: '.95 711 9211 1I1.1 
IS .. 94 135 5 3) 2.35 285 .1.1 .o 531. 381) (2-5 .71 3.6(3 6.115 7.) 9 15 31.15 
16. .5 155.9 1.7. 2013 255 2.95 481 11 53 3 
7... (I 1.60 I 81) 2.15 265 1.10 .3.95 161) 52. 3.9 .15 185 t.75 6.13 750 9.65 11.5 
to__. 	 . .90 .335 IN., 1.75 6.257 .51.5 38.. 	 31)1 1 65 1.90) 224) 2 -M 1.24) 1.15 1819) 1 10S1. 1 I 11) 1 9 Ho0 6.15 THo 980 11 Is7
 
19 105 1 7(1 2.04 21 2 85 I 3 5)I.) 5 .9 0 
 ISM. 	 it. t.93 .I10 .395 $.gl f6.| .901 9.95 11E901I DS0 13715 9 it 70 	 15 t 15 6 55± 12- 10 521D 55... t(l0 .95 8110 I1.103 1231 
310 2.1*3 
I15 I1.9(1 255 561) 5 5 35 6.71) 821 1 12.15 
21. 	 1 185 25 105 .36,165365 .... 1.9 .150 3.1I 5105 6610 11.11) 14)25 1225 
22 . 2.15 11S .1.75 385 '32() 	 57 '3-75 
21. 	 .15 1195 2.2(0 260 1 3110 503 10 58 ... 211 1 1 2) 1.21) 63II 8.1S1 1(1 692.6(
120 22 33315 211 65 121 5.21 '6.911 3" 1W 107 12.802t. I 23 2.651 .315 3405 6 ) 59.. 

25.... .-20 215 2 Il 2.75 I I 15 620 6.. 205 181 55 861) 108t
35 3; 	 t65 7100 32.9 
26 	 1.23 2.13 2 15 285 .155 1.311 551) 6.31) 63... 430 (70 t.35 5.3M 7 05 870131.04) 1.3.10 
27 .	 1.25 115 2 3 2.9 1711 3.5 561 6.601 62.. .t 13 17 1 .11 (311 7.15 8 15 11.15 11:10
 
2B. 1.2 2.20 2 15 2.9 180 (60 38) 68i 61.... 
 25 31.75 3 1535 .' 7.25 9(I0 3 I I $5
 
29 I..4I ±25 ±-1+l 3.05 5.9 77. 64... 3.80 ' 9.1)
.9 31.74 " 0(I 2.24 5 .60 	 7.5 33 15 1365 
101. .:301 .13) 2.55 10 3.04) 1.85 6.I) 721 	 61.. . 22 3 85 36) 5703 7.35 9.23 110 1.1.80 
31 ... 	 I 15 2.15 265 120 4.30 5.60 625 7 1 66 .... 22 (9 	 465 8 7.50 9.) 31.75 13.95 
12 .	 I II) ±3(1 .8) .2*) 5.15 6.3 760 67..7 .25 495 3.0 585 7.60 93014 385 15 
33. 	 . 111 2t5 2.75 .1.15 3(0 525 66) 780 ±25 5
 
-3 .53 2833 5.1(3 6.75 8(IN) 6.... 21 3 1. .3 595 7.70 9415 12.35 34.50
 
35. 	 1.45 55 285 .4 4.51 5.5 690 8.206
 




Table 10-6. Fourth Class Mail, Catalog Rates 
Individual Mailings 
Zones, Costs in centsWeight, 
lb Local I &Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1.5 28 34 34 36 38 40 42 46, 
2.0 29 35 36 38 41 43 47 51 
2.5 30 37 38 41 43 47 51 56 
3.0 31 39 40 43 47 51 56 62
 
-3.5 32 40 42 46 50 55 60 67'
 
4.0 -33 -42 44 48 J 53 58 65 73 
4.5 34 44 46 51 56 62 69 78
 
5.0 35 45 48 53 59 66 74 83
 
6.0 37- 49 52 58. 65 73 83 94
 
7.0 39 52 56 63 71 81, 92 105
 
8.0 41 56 60 68 77 88 101 116
 
9.0 43 59 64 73 83- 96 110 127
 
10.0 45 62 68 78 89 103 119 . 137 
Bulk Mailings1 
Bulk 
Zones Rate, Rate, 
cents cents 
Piece 
Local 21 2. 1 
I and 2 25 3.4 
3 25 4.0 
4 - 25 5.0­
-5 25 6.1 
6 25 7.5 
7 25 9.1 
8 26 10.8 
1300 pieces, minimum, mail6d at one time. Total cost is sum of 




11. SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE COSTS 
The first of the transoceanic submarine telephone cables was 
AT&T's TAT-I (VTrans-Atlantic Telephone"), which went into service in 
1956, providing 51 telephone circuits of 3 kHz bandwidth between the U.S. 
and England. Since that time, cables of increasingly larger capacity have 
been installed. AT&T's most recent transatlantic cable, TAT-5, carries 
825 telephone circuits of 3 kHz bandwidth; and the -current generation of" 
British cables has a capacity of 1846 circuits of 3 kHz bandwidth or 138Q5 
circuits of 4 kHz bandwidth- Currently, submarine cables connect North 
America with Europe, the Bahamas, the Caribbean Islands,. South America, 
Hawaii, Guam, Japan, New Zealand, Australia, the Philippines, and 
several points in the East Indies and Southeast Asia. Cables also inter­
connect Europe with the Near East and with South Africa. 
11. 1 INVESTMENT COSTS 
Improvertents ih technology and economies of scale have reduced 
the investment cost per submarine telephone cable circuit by an order of 
magnitude, as shown in Figure 11-1. The figure shows the investment cost 
per half-circuit I per kilometer versus capacity in half-circuits for the 
three groups of cables: the first cables of the late 1950's with 70:t 80 half­
circuits, the-cables of the 1960's with 100 to 1250 half-ci'rcuits, and the 
cables planned for installation in the 1970's with capacities to about 6000 
half-circuits. Cables with over 20/000 half-circuits, which are under 
development by AT&T for installation about 1976, are not shown because 
no estimated costs are avaiiable; Telephone half-circuit bandwidths of 3 
kHz are usually, provided in submarine cables. However, in Figure 11-1 
the capacities are plotted in terms of 4 kHz bandwidth rather than the 











ARMORED TWIN CABLES -
VACUUM TUBE REPEATERS 
1960's TECHNOLOGY 
0 	 UNARMORED CABLE (1/5 ASE HEAVY IN WATER), SMALLER 
F- TRANSISTORIZED REPEATERS,3 	 IMPROVED CABLE-LAYING 





COSTS ARE NORMALIZED TO 	 1972-1977 
4000 kn. 
*EFFECT OF ESTIMATED RANGE 
-
OF CAPACITIES. APPROXIMATELY 
7.5 PERCENT R&D. 
10 20 40- 60 100 200 400 600 1000 2000 4000 6000 10,000 
CAPACITY, No. OF 4kHz TELEPHONE HALF-CIRCUITS 
Figure 11-1. 	 Investnment Cost of Submarine Telephone Cables 
(1973 Dollars) per Half-Circuit per Kilometer 
11-2 	 REPRrILITY&Ot TWE 
X1% PAOL IS POol. 
nominal 3 kHz bandwidth in the interest of comparability with overland 
and satellite communication systems, which usually provide 4 kHz 
bandwidth. 
The reduction of investment cost per half-circuit per kilometer 
over the past 15yearshas resulted from two factors: improvements 
in technology and -increases in capacity per cable. The first cables were 
cumbersome and expenAiire to donstruct and lay. They employed vacuun­
tube repeaters in bulky cannisters, and the armored twin cables were 
heavy and tended to kink .during laying operations. Cables of the 1960's 
were unarmored single cables, about one-fifth the weight in water, using 
transistorized repeaters in much'smaller cannisters, and were easier 
and less expensiye to lay'using equipment that had been brought into service 
after the first cables had been laid. Inasmuch as cable construction and 
laying costs are relatively insensitive to capacity up to the-largest capacity 
available, costs per half-circuit dropped almost inversely as the available 
cable capacity increasedjto about 200 to 250 half-circuits in the mid-1960's 
and about 1250 half-circuits by 1968. 
Costs based on AT&T estimates of investment costs for cables of 
2 500-to 6000 half-circuits, in the lower right corner of the figure, reflect 
a furthdr decrease in unit cost due both to economy of scale and further 
advances in technology,. 'The effect of advancing technology is indicated by 
the use of separate lines in the figure to represent unit costs of'the cables 
of the 1950's, 196Q's, and 1970's. A line representing the technology of 
the 1980 's would We loweir than the line for the 1 970's bjra factor of 0. 73 if, 
a appears to be reasonable, the 3. 1 percenft per year trend of unit cost 
reduction for a particular capacity from the 1960's to the 1970's continues. 
Costs in Figure 11-1 have been.,norn-alized to 4000 kilometers' 
(Z486 miles).u sing the relativ cost factors- of tigur6 li-2 to adjust for 
the effect of distance on cost perkilometer. These factors are based on 
estimated costs for AT&T'TAT-3 cable system which is approximately 
6436 kilometers (400.-mreis)long. Eleven percent of the TAT-3 costs are 
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Figure 11-2. Relat:ive Cost per. Unit Length vs Length 
for Submarine Telephone Cable Systems 
The effect of these relative cost -factors-is small for most cable 
systems since most cable.systems exceed 2500 kilometers, and the distance­
related costs of cable construction and laying are dominant. 'For cable 
systems shorter than 2500 kilometers, however, costs per mile should be 
adjusted. Fo'r'th~se shorter systems the cable terminal costs.and the fixed 
costs associated with planning, and initiating the system becoine an increas­
ingly impo.rtant part of-total costs, and costs per kilometer are, more than 
ten percent greater than the normalized values. 
The service life of a submarine- cable is estimated by AT&T to be 
24 years. 
11.2 ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 
Annual operating iosts, excluding administrative costs, for a 
sample of seven submarine cable systems are derived from AT&T estimates 1 
of revenue required for.maintenance, depreciation, taxes, and return on 
investment.' Administrative expense.s, excluded from the pieceding estimates, 
derived from expenses reported to the Federal Communications Com­are 
mission (Ref. 11-2). Total annual operating costs as a percentage of gross 
investment are calculated from these two sources. 
Percent of 
Gross Investment 
Depreciation (Z4-year life) 4.2 
Maintenance ,2.8 















Total Administrative 5.6 
Administrative 
Total Annual Operating and Maintenance 27.9 
IComments of AT&T on FCC Docket 18875, "Inquiry into Policy to be
 
Followed in Future Licensing of Facilities for Overseas Communica­
tions," August 190, 1970.
 
2 Data are the 1969 values of AT&T Long Lines department expenses as
 
a percentage of gross Long Lines plant cost.
 
11-5. 
The estimated revenue required for taxes and return on invest­
ment, 15.3 percent, for the seven submarine cable systems can be 
compared to a 1969 return of 17. 3 percent on Long Lines Department 
net plant investment, of which 2.4 percent went to taxes other than Federal 
Income Tax, 7. 1 percent was required for Federal Income Tax, and 7.8 
percent remained as return on investment. 
For purposes of estimating annual costs, excluding depreciation, 
taxes, and return, for submarine cable systems, the following may be 
used: 
Maintenance 2. 8% of initial investment 
Administrative expense 5.6%of initial investment 
TOTAL 8.4% of initial investment. 
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12. TERRESTRIAL POWER GENERATION SYSTEM COSTS 
Costs of nuclear electric power generati6n were estinated to 
provide baseline costs -for comparing the estimated costs of a solar ceir 
power satellite (SCPS) system in the time period '1990 -2020. 
Nuclear power costs were selected for the comparison inasmudh 
as the bulk of new capacity added in this. time period will be nublear 
according to Federal Power Commission estimates. According to*FPC 
estimates in the 1970 National Power Survey, approximately 45 percent 
of U. S. generating capacity will be nuclear by 1990. Projecting the 
trends to 2020, about 68 percent of capacity will be nuclear or new technology. 
In addition, both the nuclear and SCPS systems are best suited to supply 
base load power. Both systems have highef capital costs per kW of 
capacity and lower operating costs (including fuel) per kW hr produced 
than fossil fueled plants; hence, the costs per kW hr for these systems 
are the most competitive relative to fossil-fueled system costs at high 
utilization rates.. 
The SCPS system was assumed for the analysis to provide for 
a fraction, either ten percent or Z5 percent, of the incremental growth 
of U. S. generating capacity beyond 1990 out to 2020. Growth of U. S. 
generating capacity was projected at six percent per year. Nuclear sys­
tems to provide the same capacities were assumed for-comparison. 
Nuclear capacity installed in the 1990s was assumed to be 
of the boiling Water reactor (BWR) or pressurized water reactor (PWR) 
types. Fast breeder reactors were assumed to be selected for all capacity 
added after 2000. These assumptions were intended to approximate a 
transition to fast breeder reactors from their initial commercial instal­
lations in the 1980s to their dominance of newly installed capacity in the 
first decade of the next century. 
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Nuclear generation costs only were included. Transmission 
and distribution costs were excluded. Costs per unit output were calculated 
in terms of mills per kW hr generated, -rather than per kW hr solid. 
Sales are about ten percent less than the amount generated owing to losses 
in transmission and distribution. Costs from the data sources were adjusted 
to April 1973 dollar levels using the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of 
wholesale prices, and further calculations and results were in constant 
April 1973 dollars. 
The primary source -of data for nuclear power facilities was 
the Federal Power Commission's 1'970 National, Power Survey, December 
1971, which-provides estimates of costs and characteristics of the electric, 
power industry based on-extensive data and analyses from the industry. 
The actual data are complete through 1968. 
- Additional sources weresreferred to for information on fossil 
and nuclear fuel resources and price projections, projections of nuclear 
technology, and projections of nuclear costs. Most of the additional informa­
tion was-not used directly in arriving at cost estimates inasmuch as the 
FPC projections take into account anticipated changes in costs during the 
1970s and 	1980s.
 
12.1 	 NUCLEAR INVESTMENT COSTS 
The following estimates of nuclear plant investment costs for 
BWR or PWR plants were the-basis for the estimates used in this study. 
The FPC estimate applies to the 1970s and 1980s; the AEC model applies 
to the early 1980s. - Both estimates include interest costs during construc­












Plant 1200-2800 222/kW 282/kW
 





Plant 1000 336/kW 369/kW 
2000 Z75/kW 302/kW 
Nuclear Inventory - - ( not stated) (not stated) 
- MWe is megawatt electrical output capacity. 
- Estimates based on AEC cost model used by F. C. Olds, Capital Cost 
Calculation for Future Power Plants, Power Engineering, January 
1973. Includes costs for near-zero radiation waste control and cool­
ing towers. 
Based on the data above, the plant investment cost for a large 
nuclear unit, 2000 MWE capacity, would cost about $300/kW (the simple 
average of $282 and $302, rounded up to $300). Thus the following invest­
ment costs were used for nuclear plants with 2000 MWE units-G) . 
Cost/kW of Installed 
Time Period Capacity, 1973$ 
BWR and PWR 
Plant 1990s 300 
Nuclear Inventory 38 
Total Investment 338 
Fast Breeder Reactors 
Plant @ (1.23 x B WR 2000 to 369 
or PWR)* Z020 
Nuclear Inventory** 38 
Total Investment 407 
* Page IV-1-58 of 1970 National 	Power Suevey. 
.r* 	 Not estimated for FBRs in the source. Assumed, herein, that nuclear 
inventory cost will be the same for BWRs and PWRs. 
(1) 	 Two or three units per plant site will be common. 
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12.2 NUCLEAR PLANT ANNUAL COSTS 
The FPC data for annual plant operating costs were estimated 
in terms of O&M, G&A, fuel burnup, and annual fixed charges as follows: 
Annual Cost Per kW.of 
Installed Capacity Per Year­
1968$ 1973$
 




G&A (17 % of O&M)- 0.52 0.66 
Fuel Burnup@ 0.5 mills/ 2.37
 
kW hr, 54% cap. factor
 
Page 1-19-19; ratio of G&A to O&M for power production, 1968. 
Annual fixed charges, per FPC estimates, page 1-19-6 of the 









The estimated O&M cost per kilowatt per year is an average 
derived from detailed estimates for individual -plants of various capacities 
and plants with one or more generating units. The fuel burnup cost of 
an estimated composite cost. estimated0.5 nills/kW hr is Fuel costs are 
to decline rapidly with the introduction of FBRs from 1. 2 mills/kW hr 
(1968$) for BWRs and PWRs in 1990 to 0.4 mils/kW hr (1968$) for FBRs 
in 1995. This latter cost, adjusted to 0.5 mills/kW hr (1973$) was used 
Higherto estimate fuel costs for the entire period from 1990 to 2020. 
costs in the first decade of the period would tend to be offset by lower 
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costs in the second two decades, if it is assumed that fuel costs will be 
reduced further in the period 2000 to ZOZ0. 
A capacity factor (1 ) of 54 percent was assumed for the economic 
analysis to determine costs per kW hr generated. This is the FPC's 
estimated average factor for all types of electrichl generation in 1990. 
Documents used to derive the above information are listed as 
References 12-1 through 12-9 in Section 14 of this volume of the final 
report. 
(1) 	 Ratio of kW hr per year generated and sold to kW hr capacity (kW 
capacity times 8766 hours per year); 
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13. COST EFFECTIVENESS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The listing for the Cost Effectiveness Computer Program 
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Figure 13-3. The APL Function CONSTANTD 
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Figure 13-4. The APL Function DISFAC for Constant Dollars 
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Figure 13-4. 	 The APL Function DISFAC for 
Constant Dollars (Cont'd) 
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Figure 13-4. The APL Function DISFAC for 
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Figure 13- 12. The APE"Function DISFAC for 


































































Figure 13-1Z. 	 The APL Function DISFAC for 
Current Dollars (Cont'd) 
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